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CHAPTER

1

AN OVERVIEW OF THE GENRE OF REALITY TELEVISION AND
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
Television
history.

is

It is

the source of the most broadly shared images and messages in
the mainstream of the

common

symbolic environment into which

we all live out our lives. Even though new
forms of media seem to sprout up weekly, television's mass ritual shows no
signs of weakening, as its consequences are increasingly felt around the globe
our children are born and which

& Shanahan, 2002, p. 43).

(Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, Signorielli

Introduction

In an era dominated by information and technology, television plays a substantial

part in the lives

television in

of millions of people around the world. Due

modern

society, the average

American tends

to the saturation

to rely

upon

this

of

medium

for a

multitude of reasons, with entertainment being the most prevalent. In a typical American

home more

than a decade ago, the television was on for approximately seven hours each

day (Sun, 1989). More recent studies estimate the average adult watches television for
approximately three and a half hours each day (Comstock

&

Scharrer, 1999).

On any

given day, more than eighty-five percent of America's youth watch television (Roberts

&

Foehr, 2004). According to Roberts and Foehr's most recent research (2004), children

between the ages of two and seven watch just over two hours of television each day, and
eight to eighteen-year-olds

watch more than three hours per day. Children are often

spending more time in front of the television than they do in school over their lifetimes
(Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, Signorielli

In

&

Shanahan, 2002).

American society as well as worldwide,

television

is

a dominant source of

entertainment and information, making the content necessary to be considered through
scholarly investigation, as children and adults alike are likely to learn and

1

model the

sounds and images that they are exposed to day
effects are

one essential reason

in

and day

to study television content,

out.

it

Although such potential

also remains crucial to study

televised content for the sake of documenting cultural patterns (Scharrer, 2005).

studies are not focused

relationships

2005,

p.

on cautioning audiences, but instead help

between television content and other "social or

discovered by such comparisons that

cultural forces" (Scharrer,

may be

The study

at

hand intends

depictions, dating, and sex

The findings

will also be

to

compare

and often times, distortions are

influencing audiences (Scharrer, 2005). For

each of these reasons, content analyses of television are
research.

to reveal the potential

488). Additionally, content studies are also undertaken in order to

television content with the outside "real world,"

Such

document

which are unveiled

critical contributions to

academic

patterns related to gender roles and

in a

sample of reality television programs.

examined from the perspective of Social Cognitive Theory

in

order to begin a discussion about the possible effects.

Gender. Sex and Dating on Television

As

the presence of television permeates

and concerns continue

to

be raised

in regards to

American

society, a multitude

of issues

what types of content audiences are

viewing. Such areas of concern include but are certainly not limited to the frequency and

magnitude of violence on television, depictions of gender, the lack of representation of
minority groups and certain social classes, and the portrayals of sex and sexuality.
Depictions of gender and sex seem to be sparking an increasing amount of concern both
within academia and beyond, as both the popular press and scholarly journals are printing
articles in relation to these issues, a portion

of which will be reviewed

2

in this thesis.

As mediated

portrayals of sex and romantic relationships are prevalent in the

world of television, they are bound
population, particularly those

al.,

to influence the perceptions

who have been

of the television viewing

characterized as heavy viewers (Gerbner. et

2002). Signoreilli (1989) found that fifty-two percent of television's

depicted as being involved in romantic relationships. According to a

conducted in 1998.

29%

of teenagers

in the

most important source of information about
(Harris

&

Scott. 2002).

A

women were

Time/CNN poll

United States identified television as their
sex, an increase

from only

1 1

% in

1

986

recent content analysis across genres of television programs

determined that references to premarital and extramarital sexual encounters outnumbered
references to sex between spouses by at least six to one and were

specific genres such as soap operas (Greenberg

analyses have

shown

that sexual content

on

Farinola. Biely. Rollin.

&

& Hofschire. 2000).

television

innuendoes are indeed rampant, often occurring

much

in

is

higher for

Although content

generally not explicit,

comedic contents (Kunkel. Cope.

Donnerstein. 1999). But what

is

the connection between

television content and viewers* thoughts, attitudes, and behaviors?

A

recent study by the

RAND Corporation has documented a behavioral

young viewers. The study found

that adolescents

who watch

large

impact on

amounts of television

containing sexual content are twice as likely to begin engaging in sexual intercourse in

the following year as their peers

that

youths

who watch

large

who watch

little

such TV. In addition, the study found

amounts of TV with sexual content are more

likely to initiate

sexual activities other than intercourse, such as "making out" and oral sex. These

adolescents behaved sexually like youths

who were

nine to 17 months older, but watched

only average amounts of TV with sexual content (Collins et

3

al.,

2004). Such findings

demonstrate the importance of considering television portrayals of sex, sexuality, dating

and relationships, as such depictions, whether intended or
resources for viewers of all ages.

messages as

certainly sending

to

of sex and relationships, making

not,

have become educational

The prevalence of such content on
what
it

all

is

television

is

acceptable and even desirable within the realm

the

more necessary

to

expand our knowledge

in

regards to television content through systematic content analysis.

Reality Television

In recent years, a

known

new and unique

as "reality television."

are centered

trend in television

programming has developed,

A significant portion of reality-based television programs

on dating, relationships, matchmaking, and sexuality, but as the plots of such

shows continue

become

to

increasingly contrived, "reality

programming" may not be the

most accurate description of this genre of television (Orenstein, 2003). One appeal of the
genre

is

that

it

is

inexpensive to produce. According to

average reality series

is

NBC Executive Scott Sassa, the

costing the networks about $800,000 per episode, whereas hour-

long dramas generally cost the networks between one million to $1,300,000 per episode
(Cost-Effective Reality, 2001). This alone

is

a major incentive for networks to want to

increase the popularity of such programs, and this often causing the plots to

become

increasingly dramatic and less realistic in order to attract larger audiences and increase

ratings (Cost-Effective Reality, 2001).

As

the

of reality-based television shows continues

list

as Elimidate, Boot

Camp, Temptation

expand, with shows such

Island, Blind Date, Survivor,

a Millionaire?, For Love or Money, Boy Meets Boy, Meet

A Wedding Story

to

Who Wants

My Parents,

Marry

The Bachelor, and

representing only a portion of the reality-based television

4

to

programming

on network and cable

available

relationships,

television, the incorporation

and sexual encounters seems

to

of themes such as dating,

pervade their content.

An

important

question about such programs that remains unanswered in the research literature

this relatively

to

its

new and unique

is

how

genre depicts dating, relationships, gender, and sexuality

viewing audience.

Although the

first

with the show Candid

were the

first

of the

threads of reality television

Camera

reality

characters.

many

which

it

that they

& Bloch,

Real World and Singled Out

1

999).

The Real World has endured

assuming

that the target audience

was

better suited for the

2000,

p. 2).

of silly fad instead of the tectonic societal

As

for ten

this

MTV crowd

more general audiences. At NBC, executives admitted

had "badly misjudged the reality-show phenomenon, believing

sort

950s

executives underestimated the popularity of the reality

originally targeted than

some

1

episodes continue to focus on the dating and sex lives of the show's

Many television

television genre,

MTV's

traced back to the

genre involving interpersonal relationships and sexual themes

as central to the plot (Hetsroni

seasons, and

(Schneider, 2002),

may be

shift

it

that this

was just

obviously is" (Grossberger,

genre seems to be here to stay, investigations of the content of such

programs are a necessary contribution

to the arena

of mass communication and media

studies.

During February, 2003, ABC's The Bachelorette, a spin-off of the network's
original reality

matchmaking program The Bachelor, became one of the most successful

dating-based reality programs yet, topping the ratings as the thirteenth highest

the

show

for

month of sweeps ("The Bachelorette," 2003). The premise of the show includes a

main contestant who has

to determine her "perfect

5

mate" from a pool of twenty-five

single

men chosen by

celebrities

the show's producers. Although these contestants have

and made entertainment news nationwide as the audience continues

the relationship dramas that have ensued from this

show and

others like

it

romantically involved with multiple characters. Deception

become

also portrayed as acceptable

realm of dating in this genre, as Fox's Joe Millionaire clearly incorporates

deliberate dishonesty for the purpose of entertainment into

single

is

to follow

(Gliatto. 2003),

questions of honesty and trust in dating relationships arise as such contestants

in the

become

women compete

for the love

and affection of one

inherited fifty million dollars, or so the contestants

(Orecklin. 2003). Although such

shows

its

plot

man who

by having twenty
has supposedly just

were intentionally misinformed

are a part of the "reality television" genre,

scholars have called into question the degree to

which

"reality

programs" actually

reflect

the reality of dating and intimate relationships (Orenstein. 2003). Although content

analyses have been conducted about portrayals of gender roles, characters' appearances,

and sexual behaviors
reality television is

made about

in other genres

such as soap operas (Greenberg

&

Hofschire. 2000).

an arena that has yet to be fully investigated. In order for claims to be

the potential impact of reality television programs

on dating and relationship

perceptions as well as gender and sex. a systematic analysis of the content

is

necessary.

This study intends to contribute to the body of scholarly knowledge available regarding
the content of reality television programs.

Purpose and Scope

The
primetime

intent

of the Master's thesis

reality television

at

hand

is to

conduct a content analysis of

programs for the purpose of examining the portrayals of

characters in relation to gender roles and depictions, sexual content, dating and romantic

6

relationships.

Although television content has previously been evaluated for

of gender (Elasmar, Hasegawa,
Kalof, 1993; Lauzen

& Rockwell,

(Bryant

Lampen

et al,

&

Brain, 1999; Fouts

& Dozier, 2002;

Scharrer, 2001; Signorielli

(Galician, 2004; Kenrick,

& Lowry,

Cope

depictions

1999; Glascock, 2001;

& Bacue,

& Hofschire, 2000; Harris &

1994; Greenberg,

2002; Shidler

& Burggraf,

it

1999), sex

Scott, 2002;

1995; Ward, 1995), dating and relationships

& Goldberg,

1994), and scholarly research has begun to

be conducted within the arena of reality television (Andrejevic, 2002; Kilborn, 1994;
Nabi, Bilry,

Morgan

& Stitt, 2003), thus far a content analysis of primetime reality

program characters has yet

television

to

be conducted.

This study contributes to the body of literature available in the areas of television
content related to gender, sex, and dating by examining primetime reality television

programs. The main purpose of this study was to code content for depictions of male and

female characters regarding a multitude of traits and characteristics related to gender
roles, sex

and dating

in order to

determine what types of portrayals are being shown, and

therefore, allowing scholars to begin to theorize about the potential impact of such

content on reality television viewers, such as on their personal perceptions of romantic
relationships. Topics included in this research are

demographic descriptions, appearance,

displays of emotion, involvement in sexual activities, levels of aggression, competition,

romance and jealousy, and

attitudes

toward dating and relationships

in order to

determine

the characteristics of dating relationships being depicted in reality television programs.

As

previously mentioned, one of the foremost reasons

it

is

both necessary and

important for scholars to examine such communication content using the method of
content analysis

is that

such messages are believed to have an effect (Kripendorff, 1980).

7

possible to investigate and theorize in regards to effects, preliminary

But before

it

research

needed

is

are exposed.

is

It is

to

determine the types of portrayals and depictions to which audiences

not the intent of this research to discuss media effects or audience

make

reception except to

theoretical inferences that suggest areas

of future research, as

patterns within television content are themselves worthy of scholarly pursuit and

documentation.

Framework

Theoretical

It

has been clearly demonstrated that

it

is

of particular importance to consider the

content of such reality television programs, as they are in the midst of experiencing

surging popularity and are attracting substantial interest from viewing audiences as well
as the popular press,

With such
is

interest

making

the content of such programs in need of scholarly attention.

being paid to this genre,

learning, consciously or unconsciously,

it

is

most probable

that the

viewing audience

from the behaviors of reality television

characters. After conducting the content analysis

and determining

can be made from the results about the thoughts and behaviors that
the programs" content using Albert Bandura's Social Cognitive

its

findings, inferences

may be modeled

after

Theory of Mass

Communication (1965, 1986, 1994, 2001, and 2002).
Social Cognitive Theory of Mass

Without a doubt, humans have the capability
beings. These observations are

situations; learning

made

Communication
from observing other human

to learn

not only from observing people in interpersonal

can also take place by observing the actions and behaviors of

mediated characters. As stated

in operant learning theory,

John B. Watson (1920) and which

social learning theory,

8

which was popularized by

and

later social cognitive

theory, both

stimuli,

expand upon, people learn new behaviors when they are presented with

respond to those stimuli, and have those responses either positively or negatively

reinforced (Baran

learning, as

& Davis. 2000).

human beings have

But

it

is

clear that this

is

not the only form of

the capacity to learn vicariously, without directly

experiencing a stimulus, which operant learning theory did not address.

According

to research in the arena

of social cognitive theory, observ ation of a

particular behavior is sufficient for individuals to learn that behavior (Bandura. 1986).

Social learning and social cognitive theories place

much emphasis on

the concept of

observational learning. Social cognitive theory sought to explain such findings for which

social learning theory could not account, such as identification with television characters.

Cognitive factors were assumed partially to determine which environmental events are
observed, what meaning

is

attributed to them,

whether they have lasting

emotional impact and motivating power they have, and

how

effects,

what

information conveyed

is

organized for future use (Bandura. 2001).

According
in a given

to this supposition, the acquisition

environment

is

of behaviors through observation

termed "modeling.* and such modeling

cognitive theory of mass communication (Bryant

is

the basis of the social

& Thompson. 2002).

As

defined by

Bandura. modeling includes four processes- attention, retention, motor reproduction, and
motivation. In order for any behavior to be modeled successfully, a person needs to pay

attention

and observe

it

retained in order to for

need to be acquired
this varies

accurately.

it

to

The behavior then needs

to

be remembered or

be modeled in the future. The necessary motor

in order for a specific physical

skills

then

behavior to be modeled correctly, and

based on the individual situation. The individual also needs to be able to apply

9

a learned behavior to one's

own

circumstances. The arguably most important factor.

motivation, needs to be present before a learned behavior will be modeled. Three types

of situations generally provide the motivation to model learned behavior. Positive

outcomes through
behavior and

its

direct

performance of the behavior, observ ation of performance of the

outcomes, and evaluation of the behavior

in

terms of personal beliefs and

values impart the motivation to employ a learned behavior (Bandura. 1994).

Although people do directly experience learning by imitating behaviors
have observ ed, learning

is

more

likely to occur

through the process of identification

rather than direct imitation or through a combination of both identification

Identification

is

that they

and imitation.

defined as "a particular form of imitation in which copying a model.

generalized beyond specific acts, springs from wanting to be and trying to be like the

model with respect

to

some broader

quality" (White. 1972. p. 252). People are able to

observe behaviors in a variety of settings, including by watching television, and

determine whether they want to incorporate such observ ed behaviors into their
repertoire of learned responses.

According

to Albert

own

Bandura.

Social cognitive theory explains psychosocial functioning in terms of triadic

model of reciprocal determinism, behavior:
and other personal factors: and environmental events

reciprocal causation. In this
cognitive, biological,

all

operate as interacting determinants that influence each other bidirectionallv (1994.
p.61).

This means that thoughts and behaviors are determined by the three different factors,
behavior, personal, and environmental, interact and influence each other with varying

levels

of importance depending on the situation

at

hand. Social cognitive theory

demonstrates that events experienced in people's environments, including the mass

10

media, have the ability to affect behaviors, and that effect

is

also influenced

by a variety

of personal and environmental factors that are specific to the individual (Baran. 2000).
Social cognition through the use of representations in the

one (or

all)

of three ways: observational learning, inhibitory

effects (Bandura, 1994; 2001).

watch television they are able

them being performed by
occur

when

According

mass media can occur

effects,

to observational learning,

to internalize

new behavior

the individuals or characters

in

and disinhibitory

when

individuals

patterns by simply viewing

on the screen. Inhibitory

effects

a television viewer witnesses a model being punished or reprimanded for a

specific behavior,

and

viewers will model that behavior.

this decreases the likelihood that

Inhibitory effects function as though the viewers themselves are being negatively

reinforced. Disinhibitory effects take place

when media images

depict antisocial

behaviors or behaviors that viewers had previously not considered favorable being

rewarded. Such depictions can be enough to increase the likelihood that viewers will
incorporate such social or antisocial behaviors into their personal repertoires of

behavioral responses. Such disinhibitory effects are of particular concern regarding

mediated portrayals of aggression (Bandura. 1994; 2001
demonstrated

in the

famous Bobo

).

which were

clearly

doll study (Bandura, 1965).

Bandura (1965) conducted what

is

now

considered to be a classic experiment

within the realm of modeling behaviors seen on television. In order to determine
children might

model aggressive behaviors seen on

school children a program where a character

was

television,

either

how

Bandura showed nursery

rewarded or punished for the use

of aggressive behaviors against a blow-up doll known as Bobo. Bandura was then able to
observe the children

who viewed

the aggressive behavior being rewarded in the television

11

program use such aggressive behaviors when they were playing with the toys provided by
the experiment, demonstrating that the children

who observed

such antisocial behaviors

being rewarded were in fact more likely to incorporate such actions into their
behavioral choices. These children were also determined to be

violent acts

which were not

more

own

likely to use other

specifically observed in the film (Bandura, 1965).

Additionally, Bandura offered the children

who viewed

the aggressive behaviors

being punished a reward for each of the aggressive behaviors they were able to reenact.

These children were able

to reenact the aggressive behaviors they

had viewed, as

situation offered sufficient rewards for such behaviors (Bandura, 1965).

this

Bandura'

experiment clearly demonstrated that modeling of mediated behaviors does

in fact occur,

and children will incorporate even the negative behaviors they have learned from
mediated characters

if the

reward for such behaviors

in their actual situation is likely to

outweigh the possible negative repercussions (Baran, 2000). As demonstrated
classic study, children are capable

applying such behaviors
aggression

is

in this

of modeling the behaviors of mediated characters and

when deemed

appropriate. Adults... In

all

likelihood,

not the only type of behavior being modeled from television. Reality

television content also has the potential to be

modeled by both children and adults who

view such characters" behaviors and the subsequent rewards of such behaviors as
desirable.

The concept of vicarious reinforcement (reinforcement
opposed
is

to directly experienced, such as

also central to social cognition

that is

observed as

viewing the behaviors of a television character)

by means of the mass media. Although

it

is

possible for

observational learning to occur without any reinforcement, either actual or vicarious (e.g.

12

learning

by the observation of reinforcement of others' behaviors,

either in real life or

mediated characters), whether observers actually incorporate a specific behavior into
their repertoire

of personal responses depends on the value, either positive or negative,

that is associated with a given behavior.

It

depends on

how the

mediated model

is

reinforced, either positively or negatively, whether or not individuals will ever decide to

enact the observationally learned behavior.

An

observed behavior that

seen as positive will be more likely to be employed
actual situation,

and the reverse

is

when

true of a behavior that

is

rewarded or

appropriate stimuli occur in an

is

seen being punished or

considered to be negative (Bandura, 1994; 2001). Individuals do not actually have to
experience the rewards and punishments of behaviors themselves in order to learn them:

people are able to do this vicariously through the use of media representations (Baran,
2000).

Application to Reality Television

Many

factors, including attractiveness

relationships viewers

and gender, are important

form with television characters (Bandura, 1994). After

analysis of primetime reality-based television characters

regarding

how

will then be

to the

is

conducted, inferences

such representations could potentially be learned and modeled by viewers

made by looking

framework of Bandura' s

at the

representations of gender, sex, and dating through the

social cognitive theory of

mass communication. This

particular importance for consideration specifically in regards to the genre

television

due

this content

to the implied realism

is

of

of reality

of the programs' content, as the "main characters" in

such programs are not actors but real people. Although the potential to model shows

based on whether or not they are

realistic

has not been previously studied within this
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context, within the violence literature

depictions of violence pose

(Feshbach. 1971; Paik

more of a

& Comstock,

numerous studies have indicated

that realistic

risk for imitation than non-realistic portrayals

1994). In fact, research suggests that

more

realistic

portrayals foster the learning of aggressive behaviors in both children and adults

(Bandura. 1986; Paik

proclaimed as
learn

& Comstock.

"realistic."

1994).

although that

is

As

the genre of reality television

is self-

certainly an area of debate, the tendency to

from and imitate the behaviors of the "characters" should be even more carefully

considered, especially considering the programs* standard form of punishing characters"

The possible implications of modeling

actions through elimination from the shows.

reality television characters"

behaviors and the types of behaviors that

reinforced, both positively and negatively, will be

may

be being

weighed and discussed with the

intention of using such information to conduct future investigations within the realm of

the

media

effects paradigm.

Synthesis of Chapters

The remainder of this

thesis will include five chapters pertaining to various

aspects of the research project at hand.

The next chapter

scholarly literature surrounding the portrayal of gender

will

on

review the relev ant

television.

Specifically, the

depictions and roles of female television characters, the physical appearances of female

television characters,

and the televised portrayals of masculinity will be examined. The

third chapter will consider the

academic

literature

which focuses on media

representations of sex, dating, and romantic relationships. This chapter will also review

the limited research that has been conducted

situate the study at

hand within the available

on the genre of reality television
literature.
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in order to

Additionally, the end of the third

chapter will include a section addressing the research questions, hypotheses, and

theoretical linkages

The

which have been formulated based on the review of the

fourth chapter will detail the

literature.

methodology of the current study, beginning by offering

widely accepted definitions of content analysis as well as establishing the method as
scientific

measurement.

A detailed overview of the sample, the operationalizations, and
The

intercoder reliability of this study will also be provided in this chapter.

will include descriptive statistics

and the

statistical

analyses conducted on each of the

research questions and hypotheses and determine whether or not each

The

final

chapter

fifth

was supported.

chapter will serve to evaluate the findings of this research endeavor and

make

connections between the findings of this research and the established theoretical

framework. This chapter will also address limitations of this research and questions

worthy of investigating

in further research.
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CHAPTER 2

AN EXAMINATION OF GENDER DEPICTIONS ON TELEVISION
Gender Depictions on Television
Coinciding with the modern feminist movement of the 1960s, a primary concern
represented in the scholarly research on television has been the treatment of female

characters.

Most research has concluded

that

gender

female

roles, particularly relating to

characters, are portrayed stereotypically within the realm

of television. Findings of such

research studies, detailed below, generally point to the under-representation of women on
television as well as the overemphasis

on female characters' physical

specifically being depicted as young, thin, sexually desirable,

attractiveness,

and limited

in role.

Portrayals of Female Television Characters

Since research on television content began, studies have consistently shown that

women are

an underrepresented population.

McNeil (1975) found
in

that

68% of all

An early

study in this arena conducted by

characters sampled were male and

32% were

female

1973 primetime programming. Miller and Reeves (1976) reported that approximately

70% of significant

and regular characters

in their

sample were male, and only 27.8%

were female. Dominick (1979) analyzed the portrayal of women
1,314 programs between 1953 and 1977 and concluded that
underrepresented, and

roles.

when women were

featured,

it

was

in

in starring roles

women were
comedic rather than serious

Greenberg (1980) found an average of 71% male characters and

characters for three seasons of primetime and Saturday

on

29%

female

morning programming during the

mid-1970s. Over a longer period of time, 1969-1985, Signorielli (1989) reported similar
findings

when 19,775 network primetime

characters were analyzed, with
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two

to three

male characters appearing

for every female character.

the percentage of female characters had increased to
portrayals of women

By

1990. Davis determined that

35%. but deemed

that the overall

Two more recent

on television have not changed since the 1950s.

studies of primetime television in the 1990s indicate that female representation

approached 40%. although the range of roles remained limited (Elasmar. Hasegawa,

&

Lauzen

Brain. 1999;

Dozier. 1999). Although these statistics demonstrate

improvement, estimates of the U.S. population find

51%

women to compose

&

some

approximately

of the actual population (U.S. Census Bureau. 2002).

A

content analysis of 1990s network primetime television

(ABC. NBC, CBS. and

Fox) conducted by Elasmar. Hasegawa and Brain (1999) during the 1992-1993 season
found that of the 4.908 characters coded, only 38.8% were female, and only 17.7% of the
female characters were determined to be major characters. This study also investigated
types of roles in which female characters were cast.

As

anticipated, in the thirteen genres

coded, most of these major roles for females (69.2%) were in situation comedies, and

only 15.4% were in dramatic programs, showing that
serious roles.

(20.5%) and

The majority of females were

also

is

were

in their fifties.

to

be in their

late

twenties

Nearly one third (31%) of female characters"

were shown as being romantically involved

show

shown

tend to be present in less

(37.9%). Only 10.6% of characters were in their forties, and none of

thirties

the female characters

roles

also

women

that the hair color

in

one or more relationship. Findings

of female characters supports the stereotype that blonde hair

associated with attractiveness. Based upon this study, the

primetime television

in the

women

1990s were young, white, independent,

from the work and responsibilities of family (Elasmar, Hasegawa
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depicted on

attractive,

& Brain.

and free

1999).

Although the percentage of female television characters has been increasing
slowly but surely over recent decades, the number of female characters
significantly behind the

number of males

update the demographics

statistics

that

appear on television. In an attempt to

of females represented

in

primetime television.

Glascock (2001 ) conducted a content analysis of programs airing on

and Fox.

still falls

ABC. NBC. CBS.

A total of 94 programs were taped for a total of 67 hours of programming.

Every character holding a speaking part was coded
totaling 1.269.

The

results

show

that for every

approximately 1.7 male characters,

still

for.

with the number of characters

female character coded, there were

a particularly unequal distribution (Glascock,

2001).

According

to a recent content analysis

conducted by Fouts and Burggraf ( 1 999) of

28 primetime situation comedies, a majority of central female characters. 69%. were

between the ages of 20-35. Another
ages of 36-50.

were found

to

When compared

21%

of characters were coded as being betw een the

with data from the U.S. Census Bureau, representations

be inconsistent with the actual population. In 1998. only

female population was between the ages of 20-35. and

27% were

characters over the age of 50 were found in this research (Fouts

These findings are consistent with

others, such as

demonstrate that younger central female characters,
overrepresented in situation

comedy programs, and

when

21%

of the

over the age of 50.

& Burggraf,

Glascock (2001).

No

1999).

that also

they appear, are

older female characters remain

underrepresented. Glascock (2001) also found that overall, females were portrayed as

younger than males during primetime television, with 56.2% of females between the ages
of 18-34. whereas only

41% of male

characters appeared in this
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same age range,

emphasizing the importance of youthfulness more so for females than males

in

primetime

television (2001).

Physical Appearances of Female Television Characters

One of the main
on television

is

that relatively

areas of concern in academic studies regarding gender depictions

the portrayal of women's physical appearances.

Kaufman (1980) found

few primetime female characters were overweight, only 12%. and

number underrepresented

that

the proportion of individuals in the United States that are

and Kelly (1986)

actually overweight. Six years later. Silverman. Perdue. Peterson,

found that only five percent of female television characters were rated as heavy, and

were rated as

thin.

Studies such as these suggest an increasing trend towards thinner

representations of the female

body being shown on

television.

Another stereotype regarding female characters,

shown

69%

as average or

below average

in addition to being generally

in weight, is that they tend to be

more provocatively

dressed than their male counterparts (Glascock. 2001). In general, female characters tend

to

be rated as more attractive as well as more physically

contrast,

men on primetime

television have been

average appearance (Lauzen

&

more

fit

than male characters. In

likely than

women

of

Dozier. 2002). Exposure to such stereotypes likely

reinforces the association between thinness in

women

and other characteristics such as

physical attractiveness, self-worth, and success (Garner. Garfinkel.

In

to be

&

Olmstead. 1983).

an attempt to update such information. Fouts and Burggraf 1999) conducted a
(

content analysis of 28 different primetime television situation comedies which examined

the

body weights of the 52

central characters as well as the verbal

received from other characters in respect to their body weights.
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comments they

The combination of

thinness and positive reinforcement by other characters

was seen

as a primary concern by

researchers concerned about viewers modeling such representations. Characters were

coded

for

body weight by being placed

in

one of three categories (below average,

average, above average) based on twelve visual images developed by Singh (1993).

Characters were also coded for appearance-related

were said by, and

33% were

whom

received,

whom they

they were directed toward. Out of the characters represented,

coded as being below average

weight, and only

comments they

7% were coded

in weight,

as being

60% were coded

above average

in weight.

as average in

These findings were

consistent with those of Kaufman (1980) and Silverstein and colleagues (1986). Fouts

and Burggraf s study also revealed

more

positive

that

male television characters made significantly

comments about females' weight,

bodies, or appearance than did other

female characters. The message for female viewers of such programs seems to be that

males are expected to pay attention to women's bodies and make comments relating to
females' appearances.

positive

It

was

also revealed that the thinner the female character, the

comments she received based on her appearance

(r= -.30,

p<

.005). This

more

may

send messages to female viewers that in order to be found attractive by the opposite sex,

it

is

necessary to be thin (Fouts

& Burggraf,

1999).

Televised Portrayals of Masculinity

By and

far.

the majority of studies regarding mediated portrayals of gender

focus on various aspects of the representations of women. The issue of the portrayals of

male characters on television

is

an area of research that

within the realm of quantitative research.

Of the

is

largely underdeveloped

research that has been conducted, one

of the main stereotypes in regards to the depiction of males
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in a variety

of program

types

is

the

"macho" male, sometimes

referred to in terms of hypermasculinity

(Scharrer, 2001). Traits of hypermasculine characters include being exaggeratedly

manly by showing males with excessive muscles, tendencies
aggressive, a desire for adventure, focusing

to

be physically

on the pursuit of women and

sex,

and a

general avoidance of characteristics that are generally associated with being feminine,

such as showing
to Zaitchik

compassion and

fears,

and Mosher (1993), any

substandard, and this

is

(Mosher

sensitivity

traits that are

& Sirkin,

1984). According

associated with femininity are seen as

central to the concept of hypermasculinity.

Such stereotypical representations of men are slowly becoming issues of concern
for

media

scholars, as research has

begun

analysis conducted by Scharrer (2001

detective and police

),

to

be conducted within

a sample of 321 male characters appearing in

dramas from the 1970s through the 1990s were coded

of hypermasculinity as well as antisocial behaviors.
all

In a content

this arena.

for their levels

Strong associations were found for

male characters between physical aggression, antisocial behaviors and

hypermasculinity.

The

results provide evidence

of an association between aggression,

criminal behavior, and hypermasculinity regardless of whether the characters were "good

guys" or "bad guys." Characters
portray

more callused

excitement and

thrill.

of excitement and

attitudes

An

thrill

who were

toward

defined as "bad guys" were also found to

women and

additional correlation

sex as well as the pursuit of

was found with aggression

as well as with toughness

shown by

male characters categorized as "good guys" (Scharrer, 2001
interest to the research at hand, as

it

for the pursuit

self-control over

).

This study

is

emotions by

of particular

operational izes and codes for stereotypes associated
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with the masculine portrayals of male characters in television as well as measures
aggressive behaviors, two areas in which the current study

While physical aggression may be a more
characters, other forms

As

characters.

to

engage

is

also interested.

common trait

for

male television

of aggression are performed more frequently by female

previously noted, female characters are more likely than male characters

in verbal aggression against other characters (Glascock,

2001

;

Lauzen

&

Dozier, 2002). Studies regarding aggression also indicate that female characters use

tactics

of indirect aggression more often than their male counterparts. This research trend

began

in the

realm of psychology, and

much

research has been conducted regarding the

types of aggressive behaviors engaged in by gender. Child psychologist Nicki Crick has

gathered significant data which indicates that the normative form of aggression for male

children

is

overt or physical, and the normative form of aggression for female children

"relational" or indirect. In contrast to physical aggression, indirect aggression inflicts

harm through

the

damage

or control of other friendships or relationships (Crick

is

its

&

Grotpeter, 1995). Research indicates that forms of indirect aggression, such as spreading

rumors and turning friends against each other, occur most frequently during the
interactions of females with other females (Crick, 2002).

Bjorkqvist (1994) has also conducted research within this arena which contradicts
the assumption that males are

Instead, the

argument

is

made

more aggressive than females
that females

in interpersonal situations.

have a tendency to

utilize alternative

aggression, specifically indirect and/or verbal aggression (Bjorkqvist, 1994).

television often

likely to

forms of

As

mimics the behaviors of actual people, such aggressive behaviors

be limited to

real life interactions.

are not

Research on television content, particularly
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reality television, as

it

is

not scripted,

necessary to determine

is

aggression are also apparent in the interpersonal situations

Thus

far.

such styles of gendered

if

shown on such programs.

limited quantitative content research has been conducted in this area of

gendered aggression patterns in television. In Glascock's (2001) study of primetime

network television programs, referenced above,

it

was found

that

when comparing

the

behaviors of male and female television characters in primetime programming, females

were found

to

be significantly more verbally aggressive (making negative comments and

acting hostile) than male characters. Although males were not found to be significantly

more physically aggressive

in

comedies, male characters were three times more likely

than female characters to be physically aggressive in dramas (Glascock. 2001

studies

Previous

).

had reported males as being only twice as physically aggressive as female

characters (Greenberg. 1980: Signorielli. 1989). indicating that male characters

may be

being depicted as more physically aggressive than in the past. Other characteristics found

to

be stereotypically masculine

in these studies

were giving orders and acting dominant

(Greenberg. 1980; Signorielli. 1989). Research conducted by

and Dozier (2002) also indicate
sexual

comments and

that

it

references than

typically associated with females

on

is

it

in this research

is

for

male characters to make

for female characters to

do

so.

Characteristics

television, including affection, concern for others,

and enticement (encouraging the sexual
reconfirmed

more common

Ward (1995) and Lauzen

interest

(Glascock. 2001

of male characters), were also

).

After reviewing the literature pertaining to gender depictions on television,
clear that stereotypes in regards to physical appearances, roles

it

is

and behaviors are

prevalent for both male and female characters. This study intends to contribute to the
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available

knowledge regarding gender representations of both male and female

television

characters by investigating such portrayals within the realm of the genre of reality

television.
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CHAPTER 3
DEPICTIONS OF SEX, DATING

AND ROMANCE IN THE MEDIA

Televised Depictions of Sex and Sexuality
In addition to gender portrayals, another

the impact of television

television

is its

shown

their content is nonetheless reflective

of

and sexual appropriateness. While content analyses have

that content relating to sex

on network television

are in fact rampant, often occurring within

Hofschire, 2000; Kunkel et

area of concern in relation to

representations of sex and sexuality. Although primetime

programs are rarely overtly sexual,

society's views of sexuality

common

al..

humorous

1999). According to

is

not explicit, sexual innuendoes

interactions (Greenberg

&

Kunkel and colleagues (1999),

56%

of television shows on network and cable television during the 1997-1998 season contain
sexual content, defined in terms of behaviors as well as comments, references, and

innuendoes, and

23% showed

physical sexual behaviors. Greenberg and Hofschire

(2000) found that references to premarital and extramarital sexual behaviors occurred
least six

at

times as often as references to sexual encounters between married partners.

Certain genres, such as soap operas, have been to found to have
sexual content. Although content analyses of soap operas

of sexual comments

in

1985, by 1994 there had been a

much

greater

amounts of

showed considerable amounts

35%

increase (Greenberg

&

Hofschire, 2000).

Because television has the potential

to influence societal beliefs

about sexual

norms, specific depictions and settings are important to investigate in relation to their
representations of sexual behaviors. In a content analysis conducted by

Lampan and

colleagues (2002) of primetime comedies aired on each network and select cable
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channels, every sexual remark or sexual behavior

Across the six main broadcast networks,

85%

made

in a

workplace setting was coded.

of comedic programs and one

workplace interactions contained some type of sexual content.
likely to hear eleven sexual

remarks taking place

in a

also determined that the majority of sexual remarks

work

On average,

in four

a viewer

setting alone per hour.

It

is

was

were made by white men, and rarely

(1.4%) were such sexual remarks referring to sexual harassment or discrimination

(Lampan,

As

et al.,

2002).

children and adolescents are of particular concern in regards to what they are

Ward (1995) conducted a

learning from depictions of sex in the media,

content analysis

of the twelve programs most preferred by these demographic groups. Three episodes of
each of the twelve top rated programs, as reported by Neil sen Media Group, were coded
for all interactions

between characters and were examined

for the presence

of sexual

statements.

An

interactions

were coded, and 337 interactions (29.6%) contained sexual statements,

average of 36.6 sexual statements were found per hour. In

references, or innuendos.

From

messages were extracted.

A

sexuality.

Men were

total,

1,145

these interactions, 875 specific instances of sexual

strong association

was found between masculinity and

depicted as being driven by sex, always ready and willing for sexual

contact, boasting about sexual achievements,

and joking about

sex.

The most frequently

occurring messages were those in which masculinity was equated with being sexual,
sexual relations were presented as a competition, and
physical appearances. Recreational sex

was

also

men were commenting on women's

emphasized more than sex within

committed relationships (Ward, 1995). Such findings demonstrate the types of sexual
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content that television audiences are repeatedly exposed to as well as the various gender
stereotypes that are associated with sexual activity in the media.

Romance on

Depictions of Dating; and

Coupled
in the

media.

Television

relationships, in addition to their sexual themes, tend to be romanticized

One

possible repercussion of such representations of romance and

relationships, according to essays

real life dating relationships

by media scholars,

may be

is

that unrealistic expectations for

created (Galician, 2004). According to Katz and Lui

(1988):

A large part of the problem is the glorification of false love through the media,
which hold insubstantial but glamorous relations as a never-ending lure. The
relationships portrayed by the media are a symbol of status rather than of personal
well-being (329).

Often times mediated depictions of dating and romantic relationships concentrate on
"romantic love" which focuses on the portrayal of intimacy and passion, not

"consummate love" which encompasses romantic love but
decision and

as an ideal,

commitment

consummate

(Sternberg, 1998).

love,

also includes aspects of

Whereas romantic love

is

often strived for

which includes feelings of bonding, connectedness and

physical attraction, as well as compatibility and the decision to maintain a relationship,
often overlooked (Galician, 2004). Instead, sex and passion are frequently

shown

is

as

being the main components in a happy and healthy dating relationship without
considering other equally important factors such as intellectual stimulation and long-term

goals.

Such an emphasis

is

likely to lead to

unhappiness and disappointment

interpersonal relationships are viewed in these terms, as

relationships based solely

on sex and passion

shown

in the

if actual

media, as

are not likely to be maintained over time

(Galician, 2004).
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A cultivation study conducted by Signorielli

(1991) confirms that television

is

providing audiences with complicated messages regarding marriage and relationships.

Of the

adolescent population

to get married

also

more

who were

and stay married

to the

studied,

heavy viewers were more

same person

likely to agree that marriage should

heavy viewers were

for life, but these

be questioned as a

want

likely to

way of life,

as so

few

marriages appear to be happy. Messages about relationships and marriage that are being
internalized

by heavy viewers of television have been demonstrated

complex, as marriages are often seen as unhappy yet they are

way of life

to

be particularly

being idealized as a

still

(Signorielli, 1991).

One

area relating to media's idealization of romance

on television which have recently begun

to

Numerous programs both on network and

is

the depiction of weddings

be studied within the scholarly realm.

cable television, including but not limited to

programs such as ABC's The Bachelor, Fox's

Who Wants

Lifetime's Weddings of a Lifetime and

VHTs Rock n

stereotypically romantic proposals and

weddings

'

to

Marry a Millionaire?,

Roll Weddings include

in their storylines to capture the

female

viewing audience (Engstrom, 2003). Geller (2001) notes. "The idea that romance-based
marriage

is

human

the highest

American culture"

(p.

hard work that
In a study

Engstrom (2003),

good pervades

382). Television programs, "reality-based"

on the romance leading up
at the

aspiration and the ultimate female

it

to the

shows included, focus

wedding and excitement of "the big day" but

rarely look

takes to build and maintain a successful relationship.

of 100 episodes of TLC's "The Wedding Story" conducted by

92%

of the brides shown were wearing

dresses. Sixty-nine percent of brides

had

their fathers
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traditional,

white wedding

walk them down the

aisle,

and

25% had another family member do
which appeared

to

so.

Sixty-five percent of episodes featured

have more than 100 guests, and more than half the shows studied

featured shots of limousines and expensive, multi-layered

2003).

It

weddings

was concluded

that

shows such

as The

wedding cakes (Engstrom,

Wedding Story and other programs

similar in nature also feature such notions of materialistic romance, as well as

reinforcement of traditional gender roles, stereotypes, and notions of class (Engstrom.

2003;Geller, 2001).
Unfortunately, quantitative research

is

lacking within the arena of televised

depictions of dating and romantic relationships, and this

aims

to contribute to significantly.

is

an area that the study

at

hand

In one of the few studies found addressing issues of

dating and romance, Greenberg, Eastin, Hofschire, Lachlan and Brownell (2003) examine
the distribution and individual characteristics of

body types on prime-time

television

by

coding five episodes of each of the ten top-rated primetime fictional programs on six
broadcast networks

season

14%

(ABC, NBC. CBS. Fox. UPN. and
of the characters.

in relation to roles

of females and

24%

the

WB)

during the 1999-2000

Of 1.01 8 major television

of males were overweight or obese,

characters coded.

less than half

of their actual

percentages in the general population. Important findings were discovered in relation to
the dating statuses of both

were

less likely to

male and female characters. Overweight and obese females

be considered attractive, to interact with romantic partners, or to

display physical affection than their thin counterparts. Overweight and obese males were

also less likely to interact with romantic partners

they were more likely to be

shown

and friends or

to talk about dating,

and

eating than thin characters. In general, overweight

and obese television characters of both genders were more
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likely to

be portrayed

negatively and not considered for involvement in dating or romantic situations

(Greenberg

et al.,

2003). Although dating and relationships were discussed and coded in

terms of their presence, specific dating interactions were not overtly addressed in this
study. This study contributes to the research

on dating and relationships by providing

insight as to the types of characters that are likely to be

relationships

on

shown

in dating

and romantic

television.

Reality Television

Within the past decade, the media landscape has increasingly included
based television programs, and such programs have continued to

reality-

rise in popularity, as

exemplified by the 51.7 million viewers watched the "Survivor I" season finale (Nabi,
Biely,

Morgan

& Stitt, 2003).

Such programs have caught on with great speed and the

multiplicity of formats for such

the genre's uniqueness.

as Europe

now produce

shows continues

to

expand

at a rapid rate,

The majority of television networks
their

and the potential for high

own

reality

in the

contributing to

United States as well

programs. With relatively low production costs

ratings, the reality

programming genre seems

to

be here to stay

(Kilborn, 1994). But despite the emergent presence of this genre, the existing literature

about this phenomenon remains limited.
In an effort to

develop an understanding of the appeal of the reality programming

genre, Nabi and colleagues (2003) designed

information about the genre. The

first

two exploratory

studies intending to gather

study focused on the audience's understanding of

the genre of reality programming. After gathering and analyzing data from 112 survey

respondents, a Q-sort analysis indicated that viewers see reality programs as being

distinct

from the majority of other programs, yet they do not formulate a particularly
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unified group on their own. Also, viewers considered this genre as being only

moderately
study,

realistic

when compared with

other genres (Nabi et

al.,

2003). In the second

252 questionnaires were distributed which asked about overall viewing

habits,

exposure to reality television programs, and the assessment of one particular reality
television

program chosen by the respondents (Survivor, Real World, A Wedding Story,

Temptation Island, The Mole, Blind Date or Cops) to which they had been exposed.

Ninety-two percent of respondents reported having seen
show, and

47%

at least

classified themselves as being regular viewers

one reality-television

of at

least

one such

program. Younger people and people with less formal education were found to be more
likely to

be regular viewers of reality television programs. Overall, findings of this

research indicated that voyeurism, novelty, and entertainment value were the most
frequently held motivations for viewing reality

One of the only
realm of reality television

is

2003).

a cross-cultural content analysis which looks at the gender

made by men and women appearing on

dating games, as well as cultural factors that
the years of 1995 and 1998.

MTV,

et al.,

additional pieces of quantitative research conducted within the

differences in mate selection choices

by

programming (Nabi

may

influence these differences.

television

Between

two dating-based game shows, both of which were produced

shared an identical format. The

and the second. The Other Half, aired

first.

in Israel.

Singled Out, aired

United States,

This study, conducted by Hetsroni and

Bloch (1999), investigated the gender and cultural differences
processes as they were depicted in these reality programs.

about interpersonal relationships

in the

when developing

in the

mate selection

The researchers used

the coding

scheme

findings

for the 80 episodes

used in this study (28 Singled Out episodes. 52 The Other Half episodes) in order to
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determine

same

if

male and female contestants

in the U.S.

and

Israel select

mates based on the

criteria.

Findings of this study revealed that Israelis and Americans of both sexes tended to
use the same criteria

when choosing mates on

these

game shows, although

The most

a slightly larger emphasis on their partners' physical appearances.

revelation of this study

went beyond the realm of culture, finding

valued by

men

than

shows chose

women,

their mates.

or vice versa,

Out or The Other Half. By examining
this study contributes to research

No

single criterion

when choosing

reality television

placed

striking

that dissimilar to

interpersonal research, gender did not result in any significant differences

contestants on these

Israelis

when

was found

their partners

programs from

on mate selection as well provides an

to

be more

on either Singled
this perspective,

essential link to

research regarding the portrayals of sex roles in the media, helping to determine if such

mediated depictions of relationships should

in fact

be considered

realistic.

Research Questions. Hypotheses, and Theoretical Linkages
It is

the intent of this research to build

on the findings of past studies discussed

previously as well as to contribute to areas that have not yet been sufficiently investigated

in prior research

sexuality,

within the arenas of gender representations, depictions of sex and

and portrayals of dating and romantic relationships by examining characters on

reality television

programs. Because the genre of reality television

is

quite unique,

conventions used for other genres discovered through previous research

may

not apply,

and therefore, the conventions of reality television content are particularly important to
investigate.
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As

past research indicates, female characters are consistently underrepresented in

the televised world (Elasmar. Hasegawa,

& Brain.

1999: Signorielli. 1989). But research

conducted within the realm of reality dating shows positions such programs as having the

empower women due

potential to

to the

more equal representations and

roles of female

characters (Fiske, 1990). Therefore, this study poses a research question to investigate
the representations of male and female characters.

RQ1

:

Will male characters and female characters be equally represented in the sample of

reality television

programs?

Past research also indicates that female characters are depicted as

more

attractive

than male characters within the realm of television (Davis, 1990; Glascock, 2001).
Therefore,

it is

hypothesized that this study will reveal similar findings

when

looking

at

characters within reality television programs.

HI Female
:

characters will be depicted as

Not only

more

attractive than

are female characters portrayed as

research also suggests that female characters are

their appearances,

more

more

male characters.

attractive than

likely to receive

male characters,

comments about

and male characters are more likely to make comments relating

other characters* appearances (Fouts

&

Burggraf, 1999; Lauzen

hypothesized that this study will arrive upon similar findings

& Dozier.

among

2002).

to

It is

characters within the

genre of reality-based programming.

H2a: Female characters will be more likely to receive comments about their appearance
than male characters.

H2b: Male characters

will be

more

likely to

make comments about

the opposite sex's

appearance than female characters.
Previous studies have repeatedly indicated that positive comments in relation to a
character's appearance are received

by thin characters (Fouts
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& Burggraf.

1999: Lauzen

& Dozier. 2002).
show

This study therefore hypothesizes that reality television characters will

similar behaviors.

H3: Thinner female characters will be more
comments than heavier female characters.

likely to receive positive

appearance

Findings of past research have consistently indicated that male and female
television characters tend to display emotions that

gender, such as males being

show sadness

more

likely to

fit

the stereotypes associated with each

show anger and females being more

likely to

(Brinson, 1992; Scharrer, 2001). Based on such research, this study

predicts the following, demonstrating that reality television continues to reinforce gender

stereotypes:

H4a: Female characters

in reality television

programs

will be

more

likely to

show sadness

than male characters.

H4b: Male characters

in reality television

programs

will

be more likely to show anger

than female characters.

Previous studies, such as those conducted by
(2002), have indicated that

it

is

comments and references than

more common
it

is

Ward (1995) and Lauzen and Dozier

male characters

for

for female characters.

It is

to

make

sexual

therefore hypothesized:

H5: Male characters will be more likely to make sexual comments/references than female
characters.

Research within the realm of hypermasculinity (Scharrer, 2001) and the
stereotyping of gender behaviors (Glascock, 2001

main

characteristics

characters toward

of hypermasculinity

women

;

Ward,

1

995) has found that one of the

relates to the callused attitudes

and sex. This research therefore predicts

will incorporate gender stereotypes such as hypermasculinity into

characters.
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of such

that reality television

its

portrayals of

H6a: Male characters will be shown being sexually involved with more partners than
female characters.

H6b: Female characters will be shown as more
relationships than male characters.

likely to desire long-term, serious

Studies comparing levels and types of aggression between male and female
television characters have found that

male characters tend

to

show their aggression

through physical means (Glascock, 2001; Greenberg, 1980), and female characters use

& Dozier, 2002).

verbal tactics to demonstrate their aggression (Glascock, 2001;

Lauzen

Interpersonal research also indicates that indirect aggression

a type of aggression

is

generally utilized by females (Bjorkqvist, 1994; Crick, 2002). Therefore, for reality

television programs, this research hypothesizes:

H7a: Female characters will be more likely

to

show

verbal aggression than male

characters.

H7b: Female characters

will

be more likely to show tactics of indirect aggression

(i.e.

gossiping, giving the silent treatment) than male characters.

H7c: Male characters will be more

likely to

show

physical aggression than female

characters.

Quantitative research

is

lacking in relation to the depictions of interpersonal

relationships, specifically in regards to dating

and romance among television characters.

Therefore, based on gender stereotypes of masculinity and femininity, additional research

questions have been formulated.

RQ2: Will males

or females be

more

likely to

show jealousy

in

romantic situations or

relation to romantic partners?

RQ3: Will male

or female characters be

shown

as

more

likely to

be

flirtatious in dating

situations?

RQ4: Will male

or female characters be portrayed as

relationships?
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more competitive

in dating

RQ5: Will male

or female characters be

more

likely to initiate confrontation in romantic

or female characters be

more

likely to

situations?

RQ6: Will male

be depicted as romantic

in dating

relationships?

These questions represent the areas

in

which

this study

hopes

to contribute to the

general body of quantitative investigations regarding reality television content. Such data

are necessary to study before additional inquiries can be

effects of exposure to such content.
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made

in relation to the potential

CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY OF CURRENT STUDY
Definitions of Content Analysis

There are numerous definitions of the method of content analysis as

it

pertains to

A brief and particularly useful definition can be

the examination of mediated messages.

found in The Handbook of Social Measurement which

states that content analysis

is:

methodology in which messages or texts (often but not exclusively
media) are examined, summarizing their characteristics by using

the research

those in

systematic procedures to place content into carefully constructed categories
(Scharrer, 2005).

Other frequently referred to definitions of the method can by found

in

Neuendorfs

text

The Content Analysis Handbook (2002) and Riffe, Lacy and Fico's book Analyzing

Media Messages: Using Quantitative Content Analysis
defines the

method of content analysis

Content analysis

is

in

Research (1998). Neuendorf

as follows:

a summarizing, quantitative analysis of messages that relies

on:

the scientific

method (including

attention to objectivity-intersubjectivity, a priori

design, reliability, validity, generalizability, replicability, and hypothesis testing)

and is not limited as to the types of variables that can be measured or the context
in which messages are created or presented (2002, p. 10).

Neuendorfs

definition pays particular attention to the scientific

concerns that should be addressed

when using

the

method of content

emphasis on the presence of specific message content
aspects are crucial for conducting an analysis that

of scholarly

method and

is

the specific

analysis, with

in the categorized data.

These

considered both credible and worthy

attention.

Riffe and colleagues (1998) also offer a detailed definition of the

should be considered

when conducting

research using this methodology.
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method

that

is the systematic and replicable examination of
symbols of communication, which have been assigned numeric values according
to valid measurement rules, and the analysis of relationships involving those
values using statistical methods, in order to describe the communication, draw
inferences about its meaning, or infer from the communication to its context,

Quantitative content analysis

both of production and of consumption (1998.

The

by Rifle and colleagues addresses the necessity of using aspects of

definition offered

the scientific

p. 20).

method and

also emphasizes the importance of categorizing the data.

Most

notably, this definition includes the potential purposes or goals of conducting research

through the method of content analysis. Not only
the content that

researchers to

This

is

is

being examined, but

make

it

inferences about the

is it

necessary to offer a description of

should also be the intent of content analysis

meaning and

potential impact of the content.

a particularly important aspect of this definition, as one of the

content analysis

of Journalism

is its

lack of theoretical grounding. In a

& Mass

fifty-four percent

1

main

criticisms of

996 study of tw enty -five years

Communication Quarterly. Riffe and Freitag (1998) found

that

of content analyses included no formal hypotheses or research

questions, and seventy-two percent lacked "any explicit theoretical underpinning" (p. 28).

This definition attempts to address such critiques and emphasizes the need for the
inclusion of formal theorizing in relation to content analysis research by addressing the

processes of communication and the inferences that

may be made by

the audiences of the

content being studied.

Content Analysis as Scientific Measurement
Quantitative content analysis differs from

communication research
scientific

scientific.

in part

because of its attempt

method, although qualitative research

The aspects of the

more

scientific

is

qualitative

to
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meet the standards of the

considered by

method included

methods of

in

many

to

be social

content analysis methodology

are offered in

Neuendorf s

definition stated above,

and each characteristic deserves

further attention.

Objectivity-intersubjectivity

meet the

is

central to

criteria for scientific research.

any research methodology attempting to

Content analysis attempts to meet this

requirement by providing descriptions of content that avoid bias by the researcher(s).

Although objectivity would be the ultimate goal of such research, true objectivity

According

impossible

feat.

subjective,

making

it

is

an

to this perspective, all social research is inherently

especially important to strive for consistency between researchers.

Neuendorf uses the term

'intersubjectivity' to describe the scholarly standard

agreement among researchers attempting to conduct

scientific research.

of

One way

researchers meet the scientific requirement of objectivity-intersubjectivity

is

through an a

priori research design. This requires that "all decisions on variables, their measurement,

and coding rules must be made before the observations begin" (Neuendorf, 1998,

The concept of reliability

is

also necessary to address in

all scientifically

content analysis research. In content analysis, reliability refers to the agreement

coders about categorizing content (Riffe

which a study and
researchers

2).

its

is

1998) and

is

based

among

defined as "the extent to

measures can be replicated by other researchers or by the same

more than once and

Reliability

et al,

p. 11).

still

absolutely crucial

produce largely the same results" (Scharrer, 2005,

when conducting a

content analysis, as without an

acceptable level of reliability, content analysis measurements are without meaning

(Neuendorf, 2002). The concept of intercoder reliability

agreement between two or more coders involved
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is

used to address the level of

in a content analysis

through

p.

mathematical equations (to be detailed

later) in

order to minimize the possibility of

subjectivity.

Validity

is

another crucial factor

when conducting

content analysis research that

intends to be scientifically grounded. In this context, validity

is

defined as the extent to

which the variables being analyzed actually measure what the researcher claims and
intends to measure (Scharrer, 2005). Validity

is

accomplished when a measuring

procedure represents the intended concept and nothing else (Neuendorf, 2002). There are

two major types of validity

that

need

to

be addressed

when conducting

a content analysis

or any other type of quantitative scientific research: internal and external validity.
External validity has to do with the degree to which the findings of a study can be

generalized to the real world and

experiments which occur

is

of greatest concern when referring to laboratory

in contrived settings (Riffe et al, 1998).

In regards to content

analyses, external validity can be established through sampling as well as through

reducing

artificiality as

much

as possible, such as

by having coders watch content only

once, just as they would if the programs had not been recorded (Scharrer, 2005). Internal

validity, defined as

measured

to the

how

closely the researcher

meanings of those concepts

is

that

able to operationalize the concepts being

we

use in everyday

life

(Scharrer, 2005),

incorporates the notions of face validity (the extent to which a measure seems to capture

the desired concept at face value), criterion validity

predetermined external

criteria that the

(how a measure

concept being measured

content validity (the extent that the measure includes the

full

is

relates to

usually predicts),

range of meanings usually

associated with a concept), and construct validity (the degree that the measure related to

other measures that

it

would

typically

show a

relationship with) (Neuendorf, 2002).
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When

validity

is

made about our

accomplished,

we

as researchers can be confident that the claims being

data are legitimate and free of nonrandom error (Riffe et

al,

1998).

Generalizability and replicability are also essential features of any research that

uses the scientific

method

as

its

basis. In order for a study to

be general izable,

it

must be

able to be applied to other cases, often with a larger scope, likely to be similar to what has

been defined as the population from which the sample has been taken (Neuendorf, 2002).
In order to avoid over generalizing

inaccurate,

it is

researchers.

crucial that a study

If similar results are

and making claims about a population

be able to be replicated by either the same or other

obtained

when

a study has been repeated with either

different cases or in a different context, then the condition

satisfied.

It is

that are

of replicability has been

therefore necessary that researchers disclose their methodologies in

that other researchers

have enough information

to

full

so

conduct replication studies to confirm

the original findings (Neuendorf, 2002).

Methodology of Current Study
Definition of Reality Television

For the purpose of this content analysis, the definition of "reality television" that
will be

employed

for selecting the television

outlined by Nabi and colleagues (2003).

fits

into this

programs

to study follows the definition

To be considered

unique genre, the show must be based upon

a reality-based program which

real

people (not actors or public

figures performing roles) as they live out events in their lives, either naturally occurring

or contrived, as the events occur. Such

individuals' living or

shows need

to

be filmed

working environment rather than on a

set,

at least partly in the

with non-scripted actions

being placed within a narrative context. The primary purpose of such shows should be
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for

viewer entertainment. This definition excludes programs that

fit

into other genres

such as talk shows or news based programs {Oprah or 20/20) as well as shows that
feature reenactments (such as

Rescue 911 or America

America 's Funniest Home Videos, which show
context, are also excluded

from

this definition

's

Most Wanted). Shows such

as

clips that are not placed in a narrative

of reality television (Nabi

et al.,

2003).

Sample
Reality programs matching the above definition were recorded on the four most

prominent television networks,

ABC, NBC, CBS, and

Fox, for the purpose of this study.

These specific networks were chosen because they are broadcast into the homes of
television

More

owners nationwide whether or not cable television

importantly, network television

still

is

available or affordable.

tends to dominate the viewing time of

audiences nationwide whether or not audiences have access to cable television,
particularly the four networks being studied (Glascock, 2001).

four networks

Hasegawa,

still

command

& Brain,

Advertising's

list

the majority of the total viewing audience at

61%

(Elasmar,

1999; Glascock, 2001). According to the Television Bureau of

of the top 100 watched programs of 2003 as ranked by Neilsen Media

Research, every one of the

was shown on network
program ranked

During primetime, these

at

1

00 episodes with the highest household viewing audiences

television

(Romano, 2004).

In fact, the highest rated cable

number 258, and another cable program was not ranked again

number 296, then number 408 (Top 100 Television Programs, 2004). These
clearly demonstrate that

network television programs

still

until

figures

dominate the time and attention

of viewing audiences nationwide and are therefore the most essential programs to be
studied within the realm of academia.
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Reality television programs from

ABC. NBC, CBS. and Fox networks were

chosen to be analyzed during weekday primetime hours (eight p.m.
the entirety of the fall
7

television

2003 season. The

programs as

this

fall

2003 season was chosen

much

to record reality

season was a strong midpoint for the genre and can be seen as

representative of the types of reality programs being aired.

genre had gained

to eleven p.m.) for

By

popularity, and conventions for future

this point in time, the

programming ideas were

taken from this "sophomore season" of reality-based shows. Programs included in this

sample such as Survivor and The Bachelor had already spawned sequels by
both Average Joe and Joe Millionaire had sequels created after this season.

shows have gained such popularity and arguably serve
were chosen

As

to be studied during the fall

all

this time,

As

these

as the basis of the genre, they

2003 programming season.

of the programs matching the definition of reality television airing

2003 were included

in the

and

in fall

sample, this study's sample can be categorized as a census

(Neuendorf. 2002). The programs that

based television programs were

fit

the criteria for the above definition of reality-

ABC's The

Bachelor,

NBC's Average Joe. CBS's

Survivor, and Fox's Joe Millionaire. Each of the programs included in this sample had at

least

one episode

listed in the top

100 watched episodes of 2003. The top 100 episodes

were determined by Nielsen Media Research as the shows with the

largest

household

viewing audiences (Romano. 2004).

Every episode of each program was recorded, beginning with the season premiere
The Bachelor's season consisted of eight

and continuing through the season

finale.

episodes airing on Wednesdays

nine o'clock for an hour apiece, with the season

at

premiere and the season finale each of a two hour duration. Average Joe's season, airing
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on Monday evenings

at

nine o'clock, consisted of five one hour episodes and a two hour

season finale, totaling six episodes. Survivors season included a
episodes, with a

on Thursdays

two hour season premiere as well

at eight

two hour season

finale,

which aired

o'clock. Joe Millionaire's season included eight episodes, one of

which was a two hour season
total,

as

of twelve

total

finale,

and aired on Monday evenings

at eight o'clock.

In

39 hours, 34 episodes, of weekday network primetime reality-based television

programs were recorded. The unit of analysis was the individual character
television program,

in

each reality

and the sample size totaled 302 characters. One coding sheet per

character per episode

was used

and behaviors of characters
weighted more within the

to record the content observed. This enabled the actions

who remained on

the

statistical analyses, as

show

for longer periods of time to be

they are likely to have

more impact on

viewing audiences.
Operationalizations

After reviewing the pertinent literature and generating numerous ideas about

commonly

held notions of the concepts, a

number of measures were decided upon

order to characterize the depictions of gender, sex, and dating

characters. In order to

were operationalized

among

in

television

measure the desired variables of this study, each of the variables

in the

codebook and on the coding instrument (see Appendices).

The coding instrument began by

instructing coders to record

background

information as well as the demographic information for each character being coded and

tally the total

circle the

number of characters appearing

name of the

television

in a

program. Coders were instructed to

program and network

from the choices on the coding instrument and write
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that each character appeared in

in the air date

of each episode as

well as the episode

labeled

on the

number of each program. Air

VHS

numbers were

clearly

tapes on which the programs were recorded.

Coders wrote
his or her

dates and episode

name was

in the

name of each

character they coded on the designated line if

given, as well as whether the character

character. Primary characters only included characters

was

a primary or secondary

who were

contestants or

reoccurring characters that appeared regularly. The hosts of the programs were not

coded, as they were not involved in the plots of the programs and could not be eliminated

from the shows. Secondary characters included
such as visiting family

member of friends of the

all

other characters with speaking parts,

characters. Reality programs, including

those being studied in this sample, often have "'blurbs" appearing that

the audience

tell

the character's name, as well as age and occupation. If no blurbs appeared, coders based

their responses for this

the characters,

(i.e.

demographic information on the conversations and appearances of

use of a character's

name

in conversation,

an approximation of age

using the ~ mark to indicate "about"). The gender was recorded for each character.

When

coding for occupation,

The same applied

to age

if

occupation was not clearly stated, the field was

was not obvious

to the coder, coders

also recorded. If the race of the

were instructed

cues that indicated the character's racial identity

If

blank.

of each character.

The race of each character being coded was
character

left

(i.e.

no cues were given, coders circled "unknown" on

to listen for conversational

"as an African American,

their sheets.

Also, as

sample were centered on the elimination of characters,

programs

in the

to note if

and when a character was eliminated from the show.
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it

all

I

feel...").

the

was necessary

If a character

was

eliminated at any point during any program, yes

character

was appearing

Once

was

circled

in the next episode, coders circled

on the code

no on the code

the background and demographic information of each

was recorded, a

variety of measures

were employed

appearance, gender roles, sex, and dating

among

to

sheet.

was recorded on a

character

examine the depictions of

the characters that appeared in the

societal

scale of one (least attractive) to three (most attractive) based

on the subjective judgment of each coder within
were marked

sheet.

show and

sampled programs. The attractiveness of each character, based on typical
standards,

for characters that

specific guidelines.

would be generally be deemed

Responses of one

unattractive or "ugly"

from the perspective of the general population. Responses of two were applied
characters that

were of average

attractive or unattractive.

If the

to

attractiveness; they did not stand out as being either

Responses of three were given

to characters that

were above

average attractiveness and would be considered attractive and desirable to other
characters as well as viewers.

not

shown

(i.e.

An "NA"

(not available)

was marked

if the

character

was

telephone conversations).

The characters were

also rated

on a three-point scale

in

terms of his or her

sexiness, defined as "intending to invite sexual desire," determined

by

their clothing

(Webster's Dictionary. 1995). This rating was based on the characters* choices of
clothing and whether

one

if

it

intended to

welcome sexual advances.

A character was rated as a

he or she would not be considered sexy, such as wearing excessively baggy

clothing and no

body shape was apparent, and therefore

that character could only mildly

be considered sexy. Responses of two were circled for characters that were deemed as
being of average sexiness; they would be wearing more
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fitting clothing

and could have

been seen as sexually desirable by revealing parts of their body shape. Ratings of three

were given
characters

to characters that

may have

were considered sexier than the average person. These

appeared in

tight,

revealing clothing that appeared overtly sexual,

such as showing cleavage or midriff.

The

attire

of each character was also recorded. Space was given on the coding

sheet for up to five outfits per character per television program. Eight specific choices

regarding clothing type were given to coders, and coders wrote the number(s) that applied

to

each

outfit.

If more than

one number applied

to

an

outfit,

multiple codes were

recorded, as the codes addressed different aspects of characters' clothing (Scharrer,

2004).

A one was recorded for characters who were fully clothed and not wearing

anything that could be interpreted as revealing.

was

that

fully clothed,

was recorded

A

four

for

was recorded

was recorded

tight that revealed his/her

any character not wearing a

cleavage exposed.

six

wearing something

A two was recorded for any character

shirt (bra for females,

for female characters if they

body shape.

A three

bare chest for males).

were wearing low cut tops with

A five was recorded for any character showing his or her bare legs. A

for

any character wearing a bathing

other attire observed that did not

description of that attire

was

fit

written

into

suit.

A

seven was recorded for any

one of the previous eight categories, and a

on the coding instrument.

Coders also recorded the approximate weight of each character on a three-point
scale of thin, average,

and heavy (not

The number one was used
characters

who have

easily seen

(i.e.

little

in regards to the

to represent characters

or no excess

American population

at large).

of below average weight, such as

body weight and whose bone

structure can be

Ally McBeal or Monica on Friends). These characters were considered
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thin or skinny.

The number two was marked

They appeared

to

Home

to represent characters

of average weight.

be between thin or heavy and cannot be classified as either

(i.e. Jill

on

Improvement). These characters were thought of as being of "average" body

The number

weight.

which would

three represented characters of above average weight,

be classified as overweight, heavy, or

fat (i.e.

Roseanne Barr on Roseanne).

Coders also recorded whether each character received comments regarding his/her
appearance by circling either yes or no. Each time a comment about appearance was

made,

it

was recorded, and a

character

was

tallied.

classified as either

number of comments

Each comment made was

comments and

represented negative

represented neutral

total

comments

on a three-point

rated

insults (i.e. "I don't like

that addressed a character's

compliments or

represented positive

directed toward each

insults

(i.e.

In addition, coders recorded

(i.e.

appearance but could not be

"You look

and three

great").

whether each character made comments regarding

other characters' appearances by circling either yes or no. Each time a

made,

it

was marked down, and a

one

your dress"), two

"Is that outfit new?"),

comments and compliments

scale;

total

comment was

number of comments made by each

character

were recorded. Each comment made about appearance was rated on a three-point
one represented negative comments and
neutral appearance-based

represented positive

the person

related

(i.e.

(i.e. "I

hate that outfit"),

"Where did you

comments and compliments

who made

Once

comments

insults

(i.e. "I

scale;

two represented

get your shoes?"), and three

love your hair").

The gender of

each comment was also coded.

these aspects of the characters' physical appearances,

comments were coded, measures

relating to the depictions
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attire,

weight, and

of sex and sexuality

were recorded based on the measurement techniques of past research (Kunkel, Cope,
Farinola, Biely. Rollin,

&

Donnerstein, 1999). Various types of sexual contact and

physical intimacy were recorded for each character.

touching a character's

The presence of touching

brushing hair off of a character's face), handholding. hugging,

leg.

kissing (a peck on the cheek or lips with a greeting), passionate kissing (open

lasting a

(e.g.

mouthed

second or more), snuggling and cuddling, disrobing (taking off clothes), and
references to intercourse in conversation or images implying

implied intercourse

(e.g.

intercourse such as

two characters

in

bed under the sheets) were each recorded separately,

along with the number of times the behavior occurs and the number of partners a

behavior happened with per episode. Acts were counted
next began. For example,

if

a couple

away from each other and began

was

when one

act stopped

and the

kissing passionately, each time they pulled

kissing again

was considered a new

recorded whether or not the character was the one to

initiate the

act.

It

was

also

contact by circling yes or

no.

The number of sexual words spoken
references

(i.e.

made

(i.e.

"let's

head

to

(i.e.

"intercourse" or "foreplay") and

bed" or "hooking up") as well as sexual innuendos

sexual plays on words) and implied sexual behaviors by each character were also

tabulated by the coder by placing tally marks in each of the designated blanks.

actual

words (or sounds) were noted by the coder

in order to use

them

as

The

examples of the

characters' language if needed.

The

character's behaviors in interpersonal relationships, specifically dating and

romantic relationships, were also measured. The

whether or not the character participated

first

such measure had coders record

in a discussion
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of feelings or emotions

in regard

to dating.

was

It

also recorded whether or not the character

was

the one to initiate such a

discussion, if one occurred, by marking yes or no. Displays of emotions

crying) in relation to dating or relationships

(i.e. "it

upsets

me that we

(i.e.

anger or

are not involved in

an exclusive relationship") during the course of an episode were also recorded by circling

Examples of the

yes or no.

actual

words used

in the

dialogue which referred to feelings

or emotions were noted by the coder to determine the types of emotions

which were

displayed.

Additionally, the display of particular types of emotions were recorded for each
character in order to determine the prevalence of specific types of emotions by the gender

of the characters. As the occurrence of crying or yelling was generally rather obvious,
only ayes or no was circled next to each of the categories for each character.

As

displays

of sadness, anger, and jealousy were more complicated, each of these three measures was
rated

on three-point scales of low. medium, and high. For the purpose of this research,

sadness was defined as "having or expressing low

spirits,

unhappiness. or sorrowfulness"

(Webster's Dictionary, 1995). Anger was defined as "the display of hostile feelings"
(Webster's Dictionary. 1995). Jealousy was defined as "resentfully suspicious of rivalry"
(Webster's Dictionary. 1995). Additionally,

combination,

it

was noted on

Next,

it

was necessary

involved

how

any of these emotions were displayed

in

the code sheet.

for coders to record

in a confrontational situation

no) and rate

if

whether or not each character was

during the course of the episode (by circling yes or

severe the confrontation appeared (on a five-point scale) and record

whether or not the character

initiated the confrontation (by circling

yes or no). For the

purpose of this study, confrontation was defined as being brought face to face with an
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issue or problem, possibly boldly or defiantly (Webster's Dictionary). If the character

was involved

in

was recorded

if the

raised that

was

the character

character

easily

was involved

in a

mild disagreement without voices being

and quickly resolved with another character.

was involved

in a

nasty screaming match.

A three was noted if

heated argument where voices were raised, tones sounded

A

angry, and grudges were held.

four

was recorded

if the

character

was involved

in a

A five was recorded if the character was involved in a full blown

fight with yelling, threats

damage

A two

an extremely mild confrontational situation, a one was recorded.

and accusations

that results in

permanent termination of or

to a relationship.

Each character was

also

coded

in regards to his or her displays

of verbal

aggression, indirect aggression, and physical aggression, with a separate three-point scale

representing each type of aggression. For the purpose of this research, a definition of

aggression was borrowed from Mustonen and Pulkkinen (1993) defined as follows:

Any

action causing or attempting to cause physical or psychological

harm

to

oneself, another person, animal, or inanimate object, either intentionally or

accidentally. Psychological

harm was understood

as assaulting another's self

verbally or non-verbally, e.g. by threatening, forcing, submitting or mocking.

For physical aggression, a one represented a low level of aggression
aggression

shown by

or punching a

aggression

fist

(e.g.

(e.g.

physical

acting out physically against an inanimate object, such as stomping

against the other hand).

physical aggression

and causing damage).

to

harm another

"NA" was

level

of

shown by punching or kicking an inanimate

A three represented a high

shown by contact intending
aggression was shown,

A two represented a medium

level

object

of aggression (physical aggression

character, such as a slap). If no physical

circled.
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For verbal aggression, a one represented a low level of aggression
aggression

shown by a

character

making mild negative comments

A two represented a moderate level

of verbal aggression

one character making rude or dominating comments

(e.g.

to another character).

at

shown by

verbal aggression

A

to another character).

represented a high level of aggressive behavior (e.g. verbal aggression

and threats directed

verbal

(e.g.

three

shown by

another character). If no verbal aggression was shown,

yelling

"NA"

should be circled.

For indirect aggression, a one represented a low level of aggression
characters lightly joking about a third character).

aggression

(e.g.

making moderately severe comments

A three represented a high level

third party).

of aggression

feel

badly by using

to another character about a

(e.g.

one character spreading

vicious and harmful rumors about another character). If no indirect aggression

present,

"NA" was

was

circled.

The competition
scale.

two

A two represented a medium level of

one character making another character intentionally

the silent treatment or

(e.g.

level

of each of the characters was also rated on a five-point

For the purpose of this research, competition was defined as a desired rivalry and

urge to win against another character.
not being at

all

the character

competitive and seemed to have no desire to win.

was depicted

win but did not put

was portrayed

A one was recorded if the character was shown as

A two was recorded if

as being mildly competitive; the character might have liked to

in his or

her

full effort to

do

so.

A three was marked if the character

as being moderately competitive, tried hard to win, gave his or full effort,

but had well-rounded priorities (such as viewing a competitive situation as a bonding

experience).

A four was recorded if the character was shown as having winning as the
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most important
and refused

and acted out against other characters

priority in a given circumstance

A five was recorded if the character was depicted as being

to accept loss.

extremely competitive, willing to do anything to win (including acting dishonestly or
the expense of other characters), possibly acting out in a physically aggressive

at

manner

in

order to win or if he or she did not win.
In regards to dating and romantic behavior, coders also recorded if each character

was depicted
was defined
was
if

as flirtatious

as "to pay

on a scale of one

was not depicted

mildly flirtatious comments were
if the

know you
contact

character

better") or

(i.e.

For the purpose of this study,

amorous or romantic attention" (Webster's Dictionary).

circled if the character

recorded

to five.

made

drew

made

as being flirtatious at

(i.e.

"maybe

I'll

see

you

verbal instigations about dating

attention to

him or

excessive smiling, eye batting).

(i.e.

herself in a romantic

A

four

trying to attract attention in a physically intimate

was noted

way

(i.e.

if

A one

A two was marked

later").

A three was

"I'd like to get to

way

without physical

a character

was shown

touching, handholding,

hugging, non-passionate kissing) or sexually initiative comments
you").

all.

flirting

(i.e.

"I'd like to kiss

A five was recorded if the character was showTi as coming on strongly to another

character in a sexual

way

(passionate kissing or disrobing) or spoke in an overtly sexual

manner, such as implying intercourse

(i.e.

"let's

go

to bed...").

Additionally, the location or setting of any dating situation

was recorded

in

an

open-ended format. The character's attitude toward dating and relationships ("potentially
romantic social engagements" as defined in Webster's Dictionary) was measured by
coders on a scale of one to five; one represented a character
casual aspects of dating and five represented a character
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who wanted

who worked

only the most

diligently toward

the

most serious goals of a committed

was not

interested in dating

fact clear,

A one was marked if the character

relationship.

monogamously, was

interested in playing the field,

and was generally happy without a significant

other.

made

this

A two was recorded for

any character

who was

commitment.

A three was recorded for characters who were looking to find someone to

date exclusively but

four

was recorded

term relationship.

content to date one or more persons at a time without a

who were

for a character that

was anxious

to

become involved

result

of their appearance on a

A

in a serious, long-

A five was recorded for characters that were looking to

and get married, possibly as a
It

not in a hurry to get involved in a serious relationship.

find "the one"

reality television

program.

should be noted that relationships on these programs appeared more serious as the

season finale approached, particularly

"NA" was marked

if the

character

if the

show was centered on choosing a mate.

was not depicted

in a situation involving dating or

romantic relationships.

Coders also rated each character on a scale of one
romantic he or she was.

One

five represented characters

to five in regards to

represented characters that were not romantic at

who

how
all,

and

achieved the highest possible level of romance. For the

purpose of this research, romantic was defined as having an emphasis on "feelings and
originality

of expression" (Webster's Dictionary).

dating situation that

romantic setting
characters

showed no

(e.g.

who were

did not

given to a character in a

potential or interest in creating or participating in a

know

a rose from a dandelion). Coders recorded a two for

mildly romantic

(e.g.

opening a car door) or demonstrated a

willingness or potential to be romantic with

someone's recommendation).

A one was

some guidance

(e.g.

purchase flowers upon

A three was given to characters that were considered
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moderately romantic; they were willing to talk about their feelings, showed affection, and

gave sentimental

gifts (e.g.

A

cards and flowers).

four

was given

to characters

who made

a significant effort to be romantic by the creation of romantic situations, including
surprises (e.g. unexpected reservations at a favorite restaurant), and

expressed their feelings to their dating partners.

made

openly

self-authored

poem

(e.g.

is

shown

in dating or potentially

only one not to be eliminated, or the one

on the coding

sheet.

No was

who

was

"NA" was marked

romantic situations.

the "winner" of the show, (e.g. the

received the most winning votes), by

Study

coding instrument, a pilot study was conducted.

of reality television programs similar

The Bachelorette) that featured a

to those in the

total

for

circled if the character did not win.

Pilot

In order to test the

willing and ably expressed

a proposal planned for a rose garden with music playing as a

Lastly, coders recorded if the character

circling yes

who

read expressing undying affection).

characters that were not

willingly

A five was only given to characters who

elaborate plans to execute a romantic situation and

their feelings

who

Two

episodes

sample (CBS's Survivor and ABC's

of 39 characters from the spring 2004 primetime

line-up were coded using the coding sheet and

codebook designed

order to test the measures before any of the actual sample

for this research in

was viewed

Adjustments were made to the coding scheme based on the

(see Appendices).

pilot testing

of these two

programs. Prior to the pilot study, the variables of attractiveness, sexiness, flirtatiousness

and competitiveness had each been coded based on five-point
this preliminary coding,

point scales.

Once

scales, but

based on the

each of the scales for these variables were collapsed

to three-

these variables were collapsed, the coding instruments from these
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same two programs were then used
before the actual sample

to establish intercoder reliability with the researcher

was coded.
Intercoder Reliability

Intercoder reliability

was calculated with two

additional coders, one

male and one

female, both of whom are professional adults and were completely blind to the

hypotheses of this research. In addition to the research, each of the coders coded the two
reality television

episodes from the pilot study in order to comprise more than ten percent

of the sample size for the purpose of reliability. Neither of the coders had previously

viewed any portion of the sample

either

on

their

own

or with the researcher. Both coders

were trained on the coding scheme by the researcher before any viewing or coding
occurred.

The intercoder

formula and Scott's
occurred.

reliability

pi

reliability

percentages were calculated using both Holsti's

by coding the

pilot data before the

coding the actual sample

For the calculation of Holsti's formula, the female coder received intercoder

of .92, and the male coder received intercoder

reliability

of .86. For the

calculation of Scott's pi, the female coder received an intercoder reliability of .82, and the

male coder received intercoder
comparisons).

Once

reliability

intercoder reliability

of .77 (see Appendix

was

for further coder

calculated with both of the coders, the

researcher coded the data for the entire sample.
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C

CHAPTER 5
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
In order to report the descriptive statistics and analyze the research questions and

hypotheses for this study and
Statistical

test for significance

based on the coded content, the

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was employed.
Descriptive Statistics

The data from

the sample

was comprised of 59.8% female characters and 40.2%

male characters (n= 301). The large majority of characters, 85.7%, were Caucasian.
African Americans comprised 5.6% of the sample, Latino characters appeared as 7.0% of
the characters,

the remaining

characters

0.3% of the

characters were Asian,

0.3% could not be

1.0% were of an other

identified in terms

was 26.3 years of age (SD=

the sample, with secondary characters

3.62).

e f hnicity,

and

of race. The mean age of the

Primary characters comprised 91.7% of

making up the remaining 8.3%.

Clothing Types
In regards to the type of clothing characters

characters,

(n=

1

60%

were wearing, the majority of male

(n=121), appeared in loose, non-revealing clothing whereas only 5.4%

80) of female characters appeared in loose, non-revealing clothing. Only

male characters appeared
of female characters wore

in tight clothing that revealed their

tight,

revealing outfits.

2.2% of

body shape, whereas 46.7

The percentage of male

characters

appearing without their shirts on was 37.3%, and the percentage of female characters
appearing in their bathing suits or wearing only a bra with bottoms totaled 25.3%.
Additionally,

22.4% of female

characters had noticeable cleavage exposure.
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It

should

%

again be noted that these classifications were not mutually exclusive

could be in a

tight,

(e.g.

a character

revealing outfit and showing cleavage) (see Table A).

Table A. Clothing Type by Gender
Clothing Type

Character's Gender

Male

Female

Loose, non-revealing

60%

5.4%

Tight, revealing

2.2%

46.7%

37.3%

25.3%

NA

22.4%

No

shir^athing

suit

Cleavage

Weight Distribution
In regards to the weight of the characters, only

8.3% of males were

below average weight, whereas 67.2% of females were considered

to

rated as being

be below average

weight. Eighty-one percent of male characters were of average weight, and

female characters appearing in the sample were of average weight.

Few

30.5% of

characters, either

male or female, were shown as being overweight, 10.7% and 2.3% respectively (see
Table B).

Table B. Weight by Gender

Weight

Character's Gender

Scale

Female

Below Average

Male
8.3%

Average

81%

30.5%

Above Average

10.7%

2.3%

100%

100%

67.2%
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Comments Given and Received
In terms of comments received.

15.7% of male characters and 23.9% of female

characters received an appearance-related

comment.

In regards to

comments made,

19.1% of male characters and 9.4% of female characters directed appearance-related

comments toward another
typical of compliments.

tonight,"

character.

The types of comments made seemed

Examples were "Wow, you look

great!,"

relatively

"You look

beautiful

and "What a great dress."

Additionally, in terms of feelings and emotions,

30.7% of female

19.8% of male characters and

characters were involved in discussions of this sort.

conversations, 17.5%) were initiated by male characters and

51.3% were

initiated

by

who

initiated

them.

female characters. The remaining interactions were uncertain as to

These comments generally consisted of people expressing

Of these

their devotion or their distress

about their feelings of lust not being returned by the person they had feelings

for.

Physical Intimacy

In terms of intimate physical contact,

female characters were involved

19.1% of male characters and 19.4% of

in touching.

Also, 13.2% of males and 16.7% females

were shown holding hands. Additionally, 27.3% males and 29.4% females were shown
hugging. Just more than nineteen percent of male characters and

25%

female characters

were shown kissing, and 14.9% male characters and 18.3% female characters were
involved in passionate kissing. Snuggling only occurred with 4.1% of male characters

and 4.4%) of female characters. Disrobing did not occur with characters of either gender.

Only .08%) male characters and .055% female characters implied
only once between a male-female couple (see Table C).
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intercourse, occurring

Table C. Intimate Behavior by Gender
Intimate

Character's Gender

Behavior
Touching

Male
19.1%

Female
19.4%

Handholding

13.2%

16.7%

Hugging
CD O

27.3%

29.4%

Kissing

19.1%

25.0%

Passionate Kissing

14.9%

18.3%

Snuggling

4.1%

4.4%

Disrobing

0.0%

0.0%

Implied Intercourse

.08%

.055%

Emotional and Aggressive Behaviors

Only 6.6% of male characters were shown crying, while 21.1% of female
characters were

shown

crying. In terms of yelling,

10.7% of male characters and 2.2% of

female characters in the sample were shown yelling. Anger was shown by 30.6% of

males and only 9.4% of females. Sadness was demonstrated by 32.2% of males and

34.4% of females. Jealousy was shown by 9.1% of males and 16.7% of females.
In terms

of confrontations, 8.3% of male characters and 5.6% of female characters

were shown as being involved

in a confrontation.

In regards to the types

of aggression

measured, verbal aggression was demonstrated by 14.8% of male characters and 6.7% of
female characters. Indirect aggression was shown by 20.7% of male characters and

17.2% of female

5.8% of male

characters. Physical aggression occurred the least frequently,

characters and no female characters.
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by only

Correlations

Between Variables

In order to determine the level of interrelation

between each of the variables,

those variables which were measured on five-point Likert scales were entered into

correlations.

Each of the variables were only moderately

correlated, as

would be

expected, except for level of romantic display and attitude toward dating.

It

should be

noted that these two variables were highly significantly correlated (r= .61, p<

.01).

Data Analysis

To

test the first research

would be equally represented
statistics

were used

each gender.

question regarding whether male and female characters

in the

sample of reality television programs, descriptive

to count the frequency

As mentioned above,

and determine the percentages of characters of

the gender division of the sample

was 59.8% female

and 40.2% male. The gender distribution of characters was determined

to

be unequal, as

a noticeably higher percentage of female characters were present in the sample.

The

first

hypothesis that female characters would be depicted as more attractive

than male characters used a chi-square

test in

order to determine

difference in the level of attractiveness between genders.

if there

was

The data supported

a significant

the

hypothesis that female characters were depicted as more attractive than male characters

(Value= 65.66, p< .001), and the effect size was moderate (Cramer's
1).
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V=

.47) (see Table

Table

1

.

Attractiveness by Gender

Rating of

Character's Gender

Attractiveness

Male
26.4%

Female

Low
Medium

55.4%

48.3%

High

Value= 65.66, df=
Cramer's V= .47

The second

comments about
likely to

2,

p<

0.06%

18.2%

51.1%

100%

100%

N=

N=

121

pair of hypotheses (female characters will be

their

Independent T-tests in order to determine
the genders regarding both the

receive

that

comments about

likely to

if there

their

(t

The prediction

.36,

SD=

-1 .58,

p=

was not

.1

14).

to

be

would be more

large

enough

male characters (Mean=

statistically significant (t

62

.21,

likely to

SD=

.64),

Although the data were arrayed

in the

to achieve significance (see

.48,

make comments about appearance than female

H2b, was found

.97)

appearance than male characters (Mean=

value=

that

were significant differences between

making and receiving of appearance-based comments.

predicted direction, the difference

2).

likely to receive

than female characters) were tested using

female characters (Mean=

H2a, was not supported

Table

more

appearance than male characters; male characters will be more

make comments about appearance

The prediction

180

.001

SD=

1.58)

characters

would be more

(Mean=

.13,

value= 2.39, p< .005) (see Table

SD=
3).

.46),

Table

2.

Comments Received by Gender

Comments
Received

Mean

SD

Male

.21

.64

t

df

value

298.86

-1.58

Female

Table

.36

3.

significance

.114

.97

Comments Made by Gender

Comments
Made

Mean

SD

Male

.48

1.58

t

df

value

133.91

2.39

Female

third hypothesis,

which predicted

that thinner characters

likely than heavier characters to receive positive

comments

comments received by

would be more

in regards to their

appearances, was also tested using chi-square in order to determine

significant difference in

.005

.46

.13

The

significance

if there

was

characters of varying weights.

a

The data

supported the prediction that thinner characters would be more likely to receive positive

comments about

their

appearances (value= 51.68, p< .001) and the effect size was very

strong (Phi= .91) (see Table 4).

Table

4.

Comments Received by Weight
Characters' Weights

Comments
Negative

0%

5.3%

Above Average
100%

Neutral

2.6%

0%

0%

Positive

97.4%

94.7%

0%

Below Average

Received

Value= 51.68. df=
Phi= .91

6.

p<

Average

100%

100%

100%

N=38

N=

N=5

.001
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The

fourth pair of hypotheses were tested using chi-square tests, as these variables

were categorical. These

tests

were used

to determine if the

emotions of sadness and

anger were more likely to be displayed by a specific gender. The hypothesis, H4a, that

female characters would be more likely to show sadness than female characters was not
supported (ns) (see Table

show anger than female
Table

6).

Table

5.

5).

The prediction

characters,

that

male characters would be more

H4b, was supported (value= 21.95, p< .001) (see

Demonstrations of Sadness by Gender

Demonstrations

Character's Gender

of Sadness

Female

Yes

Male
32.2%

No

58.8%

55.6%

Value=

likely to

df=

.16,

1,

34.4%

100%

100%

N=121

N=180

ns

Phi= .02

Table

6.

Demonstrations of Anger by Gender

Demonstrations

Character's Gender

of Anger

Yes

Male
30.6%

9.4%

No

69.4%

91.6%

Female

100%

100%

N=121

N=180

Value= 21.95, df= l,p< .001
Phi= .27

The

make

fifth

sexual

hypothesis, which states that male characters

comments and

references than female characters,

Independent T-test in order to determine
not supported

(t

if this

was indeed

value= -1.64, p=.10), but they approached
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would be more

was

likely to

tested using an

the case. This prediction

statistical significance.

was

In

fact, the

to

make

Table

7.

few number of comments made

comments than male

sexual

indicate that female characters

were more

likely

characters (see Table 7).

Comments by Gender

Sexual

Sexual

Comments

Mean

SD

Male

.00

.00

Female

.02

.18

t

value

-1.64

The

df
179.0

would be more

sixth pair of hypotheses (male characters

significance

.10

likely to

be shown

being sexually involved with multiple partners than female characters; female characters

would be shown
characters)

as

more

likely to desire long-term,

were tested with Independent

not supported; male characters were not

involved with multiple partners
significance

8).

was not

The notion

that

desire long-term,

8.

more

value=

1

The data demonstrates

likely than

.42,

attained, the differences

p=

were

.16),

that

female characters to be

but although

statistical

SD=

.69)

would be more

committed relationships than male characters (Mean= 4.53,
(t

value=

-.04, ns) (see

H6a was

in the predicted direction (see

female characters (Mean= 4.54,

H6b, was not supported

Table

(t

T-tests.

committed relationships than male

Table

Table

likely to

SD=

.72),

9).

Number of Partners by Gender

Number
of Partners

Mean

SD

Male

1.93

4.56

1.29

2.28

t

value

1.42

Female
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df
161.04

significance

.16

Table

9.

Serious Relationships by Gender

Serious
Relationships

Mean

SD

Male

4.53

.72

Female

4.54

t

df

value

set

.69

of hypotheses (female characters would be more

characters to

show

verbal aggression; female characters

characters to

show

indirect aggression;

characters to

show physical

These

tests

were used

male characters would be more

to determine if specific types

would be more

first

likely than

p<

.05)

male

likely than

likely than

female

of aggression were more likely

part of the seventh hypothesis,

male characters

supported. In fact, male characters were

5.34,

would be more

male

likely than

aggression) was tested for significance using chi-square

displayed by a specific gender. The
characters

ns

55.38

-.04

The seventh

significance

more

to

likely to

show

show

H7a,

tests.

to

be

that female

verbal aggression

was not

verbal aggression (value=

There was no significant difference for the level of verbal aggression that

was demonstrated

(see Tables 10a

and 10b). The prediction

that female characters

would

be more likely than male characters to participate in indirect aggression, H7b, was not
supported, demonstrating that female characters

would be no more

likely than

male

characters to participate in this type of aggression (value= .57, ns). Additionally, there

was not

significant difference

(see Tables

1

la and lib).

characters were

10.66,

p<

more

between gender for the

The

third part

of this hypothesis

likely than female characters to

.001), but the level

level

of indirect aggression shown
set,

H7c, was supported; male

show physical aggression (value=

of aggression shown did not account for a significant

difference (see Tables 12a and 12b).
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Table

1

Oa.

Demonstrations of Verbal Aggression by Gender

Demonstrations

Character's Gender

Of Verbal Aggression
Yes

Male
14.9%

6.7%

No

85.1%

93.3%

100%

100%

N=

N=

Value= 5.43, d£= l,p<
Phi= .13

Female

121

180

.05

Table 10b. Scale of Verbal Aggression by Gender
Scale

Character's Gender

Verbal Aggression

Low

Male
44.4%

Female
50.0%

Medium

44.4%

50.0%

High

11.2%

100%

100%
N=36

N= 24

Value= 1.43,df=2, ns
Phi= .22

Table

1

la.

Demonstrations of Indirect Aggression by Gender

Demonstrations

Character's Gender

Of Indirect Aggression

Male

Yes

20.7

No

79.3%

%

Female
17.2%

82.8%

100%

100%

N=

N=

121

Value= .57. df= l,ns
Phi= .04
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180

Table

1 1

b.

Scale of Indirect Aggression by Gender

Scale

Character's Gender

Indirect Aggression

Low

Male
21.4%

40.9%

Medium

64.3%

54.5%

High

14.3%

4.6%

Female

100%

100%

N=28

N= 22

Value=.09, df= l.ns
Phi= .04

Table

1

2a.

Demonstrations of Physical Aggression by Gender

Demonstrations

Character's Gender

Of Physical Aggression
Yes

Male
5.8%

No

94.2%

Value= 10.66. df=
Phi=.19

1,

p<

Female

0%

100%

100%
100%

N=

N=

121

180

.001

Table 12b. Scale of Physical Aggression by Gender
Scale

Character's Gender

Physical Aggression

Low

Male
71.4%

Medium

28.6%

Female

100%

High

100%
N=14

100%
N=l

Value=.38. df- l.ns

Phi= .29

The second research question regarding whether males or females would be more
likely to

show jealousy was

tested using chi-square in order to determine if gender
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accounted for a significant difference in the display of jealousy. The data did not find
this research question to

statistical significance

more

characters being

show

was not

statistical significance

(value= 3.53, p= .06), but although

attained, the data points in the direction

of female

likely to display jealousy (see Table 13).

Table 13. Demonstrations of Jealousy by Gender

Demonstrations

Character's Gender

of Jealousy

Yes

Male
9.1%

Female
16.7%

No

90.9%

83.3%

100%

100%

N=121

N=180

Value= 3.53, df= l,p= .06
Phi=.ll

The

third research question

be more likely to be depicted as
chi-square

test.

which investigated whether males or females would

Although there was not meet

significance, the difference

p=

.11) (see

traditional standards

between genders approaches

the direction of female characters being

(value= 6.07,

romantic relationships was tested using a

flirtatious in

Table

more

statistical significance,

flirtatious in

14).
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of statistical
pointing

romantic relationships

Table 14. Flirtation Scale by Gender

Flirtation

Character's Gender

Scale

Low

Male
16.2%

Female
8.1%

Medium

40.5%

33.8%

High

43.3%

58.1%

100%

100%

N=37

N=

74

Value= 6.07. df=3,p=.ll
Cramer's V= .14

The fourth research question regarding whether males or females would be more
competitive in dating situations was also tested using a chi-square

gender accounts for any significant difference. This
significant,

test

proved

be

determine

statistically

demonstrating that female characters were more competitive than male

characters in this sample (value= 19.96,

p<

.001) (see Table 15).

Table 15. Competitiveness Scale by Gender
Competitiveness

Character's Gender

Scale

Male

Female

Low

25%

2.9%

Medium

29.2%

45.6%

High

45.8%

51.5%

Value= 19.96, df^3,p<
Cramer's

to

test to

V=

100%

100%

N= 24

N= 68

.001

.26
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if

The
characters

test in

fifth

research question, which investigated whether male characters or female

would be more

likely to initiate confrontation,

order to determine if there

significant difference

was any

was determined

to

was

tested using a chi-square

significant difference

No

between genders.

be present in the few confrontations that

occurred (value= .84, ns) (see Table 16).

Table 16. Confrontation Initiation by Gender
Confrontation

Character's Gender

Initiation

Male
57.1%

Female

Yes

No

42.9%

50%

50%

100%

100%

N=7

N=10

Value=.08, df=l,ns
Phi= .07

The

sixth

would be more

and

final research

likely to be depicted as romantic in dating relationships

an Independent T-test to find out
in regards to

romance.

No

if there

17).

Table

17.

was any

SD=

.80)

was

significant difference

significance difference between male

and female characters (Mean= 4.05.
Table

question which looked at whether males or females

was determined

(t

between genders

(Mean=
value=

tested using

4.0,

SD=

.77)

.04, ns) (see

Romantic Scale by Gender

Romantic
Scale

Mean

SD

Male

4.0

.77

Female

4.05

.80

t

value

.04

71

df
59.37

significance

ns

Post

Hoc

Tests

In order to determine the influence of each

show on

the findings of the overall

sample, program was employed as a control variable for those variables which were

measured on five-point Likert
in order to control for the

scales.

These variables were entered

into

MANOVA tests

'program' variable. Statistical significance was only found for

the variable of 'attitude toward dating'

when

controlling for

program (see Table

18).

This finding helps to demonstrate that the specific program did not significantly account
for the findings

Table

18. Post

of the hypotheses and research questions.

Hoc Romantic

Scale by Gender

Romantic
Scale

Mean

SD

Male

4.43

.72

Female

4.54

.69

72

R squared

df

.11

2

significance

.01

CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Introduction

The study

at

hand has unveiled a

series

of interesting findings within the realm of

gender roles and physical appearances, sexual behaviors, and dating relationships within
the reality television programs sampled.

the sample's characters

The content data revealed

were female, which

is

that the majority

of

notable since research has consistently

demonstrated females as an underrepresented television population (Davis. 1990). While
this in itself is positive,

quite as optimistic.

when

the types of depictions are investigated, the findings are not

Although there were some instances

in

which the

reality television

portrayals challenged traditional gender norms, overall, the majority of the depictions

revealed in this study reinforced stereotypical gender roles, particularly in regard to the

female characters.

Numerous

factors

which have been investigated

in the context

of this study,

including attractiveness and gender, are central to the relationships viewers form with

television characters (Bandura, 1994).

By examining

the findings of this content analysis

of primetime reality-based television characters, inferences regarding
attitudes

how the

and behaviors could potentially be learned and modeled by viewers

made through

the

characters'

will be

framework of Bandura' s Social Cognitive Theory of Mass

Communication. This

is

of particular importance

to consider specifically in regards to

the genre of reality television because the implied reality of the programs' content

more

likely to

impact viewers than self-proclaimed fictional content, and

remained relatively unexplored.
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this

may be

genre has

The Findings and Their Theoretical Implications
The content analysis data revealed
this

that the majority

of characters

sample of reality television shows were female (59.8%). making

it

who appeared

more

in

likely that

female viewers would be more likely to identify with the programs* characters. This
finding

is in itself

noteworthy, as females are a consistently and significantly

underrepresented population in the arena of television (Davis. 1990: Glascock. 1999)

which was found not
explanation

is

to

likely to

be the case

in this specific genre

of programming (although one

be that two of the shows within the sample involved female

characters competing for a male, and only one of the

show s involved male characters

competing for a female). However, as the majority of female characters
(51.1%) were also rated as highly physically

attractive,

seen as desirable to the viewing audience Lauzen
(

determine the

ty pes

in this study

and therefore more likely to be

& Dozier. 2002).

it

is

essential to

of female representations which are present within the genre. This

an essential factor to consider, as such representations are likely to be inaccurate

compared

to

is

when

females in the real world as well as reinforce the attitudes and behaviors of

the female reality-television participants

viewing audience

if

which may be potentially damaging

to the

such depictions resonate are and modeled.

Specifically, only a miniscule portion of the female population (0.06%)

was

determined to be less than average in terms of physical attractiveness. This was not the
case for the male characters, as the majority of the males were rated as being of average

attractiveness (55.4%)

and an additional noteworthy percentage was rated as below

average (26.4%) in regards to physical attractiveness (although, again, part of this

due

to the intentional recruiting

of "geeky** characters for Average Joe).
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may

A chi-square

be

test

confirmed that that the female characters within the sample were more likely to be

portrayed as physically attractive

statistical relationship

when compared

to their

male counterparts. This

demonstrates the value placed on the physical appearances of

female characters as opposed to their male counterparts within the genre of reality
television

and often within society

female characters
beauty

still

is

in general.

So although the increased presence of

important, portrayals that emphasize the importance of physical

dominate.

Additionally, whereas the male characters were primarily

shown wearing

non-revealing clothing (60%). the female characters were generally

loose,

shown wearing

tight,

revealing clothing (46.7%) and often exposing cleavage (22.4%). Representations of

weight were also highly varied

shown
in the

as being

in

terms of gender. Male characters were generally

of average weight (81%). but the majority of female characters appearing

sample were of below average weight (67.2%). Also noteworthy, male characters

were found

to

be more likely to make comments about appearance than female

characters, and thinner female characters

receive positive

comments based on

which was not the case

Comments made

for

their

were determined

to

be

much more

appearances than heavier female characters,

male characters who received comments on

in regards to the

likely to

their appearances.

appearances of male characters were not

in fact

correlated with their weights, demonstrating a lesser emphasis placed on male characters

remaining thin and dressing

in revealing clothing

while their female counterparts were

reinforcing the societal expectations of women to be thin. This type of representation in

particular could potentially

become problematic

characters reside with viewers.

if the

physical appearances of the female

Such images positively reinforce the
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societal notion that

in order to

be valued and liked by the opposite sex.

women

need

to

be both thin and

physically attractive. If viewers find these depictions appealing, as they are intended to

do. this

body type may reside with the female viewing audiences who are exposed

these portrayals. Ideals

may be

learned from these images, such as females should be

skinny and need to be attractive, and
dissatisfaction with their bodies

already a major issue facing

to

may

contribute to the female population's

and maybe even extreme dieting behaviors. This

women

visuals for highly attractive, thin

in today's society, as

women

women are bombarded

is

with

(Kilbourne. 1999). Such positive

reinforcements by reality television characters

may be

contributing to this problem.

Although the overall presence of female characters was noticeably higher than
reported in other studies of primetime television across genres (Davis. 1990: Glascock,

2001

).

although that

may

be due to the shows" formats, the additional ways in which the

female characters were portrayed

in

terms of physical attractiveness, clothing

weight remain largely stereotypical and potentially harmful

if the

ty

pes,

and

physical appearances of

such characters are internalized and hypothetically modeled by the female viewing
audience. Additionally, such physical representations and verbal reinforcements of a thin

appearance are potentially destructive to both the male and female viewing populations

and

their

romantic interactions and relationships

if

such images of female characters are

interpreted as being realistic representations of and expectations for the female

population

at large.

In regards to the types

characters, these findings

were not more

likely to

of emotional displays demonstrated by

were not overtly stereotypical

show sadness than male
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in nature.

characters,

which

reality television

Female characters
is

an interesting

finding, as

showing sadness and "being emotional" are often

traits

which are associated

with female characters as well as with females in the real world. This could be of
potential importance for

male audiences viewing such

being exposed to male characters

who

programs and are

reality television

are comfortable displaying this type of emotion.

In regards to social cognitive theory, these positive reinforcements

of male characters

crying and showing sadness could be learned and modeled by male viewers

who were

previously less willing or comfortable showing their feelings (as long as the viewing

audience found

it

desirable to relate to the male characters). This could also be of

potential importance to female viewers

characters.

who

are being exposed to strong female

From such images, female audiences may

in a stronger light and, in turn, they

may

learn to feel

feel that

portrayals tend to

show females

manner

more

in regards to relationships

and willing

as desperate

are being

shown

more confident about themselves.

Additionally, female characters were determined to be

characters to act in a competitive

women

likely than

male

and dating. Such

to turn against

each other for the

sake of winning the attention and love of men. The emphasis on and the reinforcement of

such negative aspects of the behaviors and values of the female participants in the sample

of reality television programs could teach female viewers to model such competitive and
stereotypical acts against other females.

significant difference

to counter stereotypes, there

between genders within the sample

likely to initiate conflict or

relationships.

However,

which was more

in regards to

was not a

which was more

likely to desire serious romantic

These findings are noteworthy

in the sense that they

television characters contradicting traditional stereotypic roles

associated with gender in general and throughout
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many of the

demonstrate reality

which are too often
other variables investigated

during this study. This type of depiction
that

were discerned through
Although the

may

help to contradict the other such patterns

this research.

reality television

male characters were just as

likely to

show

expressions of sadness as female characters, the results revealed that male characters

were

still

in fact

more

reaction. This aspect

likely than female characters to display anger as

of males* emotional displays seems

an emotional

to support the stereotypes often

associated with male characters and hypermasculinity (Scharrer. 2001; Ward. 1995).

It is

also interesting to note that neither jealousy nor flirtatiousness accounted for any

significant differences

between male and female characters, but both variables

approached the direction of significance and pointed

in the direction

of females being

both more flirtatious and more jealous in dating situations and romantic relationships.

These additional depictions contributed

to further stereotypical reinforcement

of negative

behaviors often associated with female characters (Ward. 1995).

The prediction of hypermasculinity was counteracted by
characters were not

more

likely to

make

characters, as being overtly sexual and

sexual

comments and

showing callused

characteristics often associated with this

phenomenon

the finding that male

references than female

attitudes

toward

women

(Scharrer, 2001). Overall, very

few comments of a sexual nature were made throughout the sample, which
noteworthy, and the few comments that were

made tended

to

may

be the case for numerous reasons. For instance, as

during the

first

is

in itself

be said by female

characters, such as one female character saying "I'd like to take

This

are

him home with me."

many of these shows

air

or second hours of primetime (often thought of as a time for family

programming), the shows* producers may have feared the repercussions and criticisms
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they might have received by airing sexual

be even more
people

may

the characters. This might

true, as reality television characters are not actors, but are instead real

who younger viewers may

finding

comments made by

identify as role models.

Whatever the reason,

this

be interpreted as positive toward counteracting stereotypes often associated

with both males and females (Ward, 1995). Male characters were not portrayed solely as
being focused on sex and sexuality, and the female characters were shown as being able
to discuss

and comment on sexual themes.

Additionally, another significant finding that counteracts male stereotypes of

hypermasculinity was discovered in this sample. Male characters were not found to be

more

likely to

be involved with multiple sexual partners than female characters, nor were

male characters portrayed as being more romantic than female characters by using
techniques of wooing and excessive

flattery.

Again, such findings potentially contribute

to counteracting stereotypes regarding the general social acceptability

of males being

involved sexually with multiple partners and the stigmas which are often attached to

females
in the

who

participate in the

same were intended

to that reading

"macho"

to

same behaviors (although a portion of the male characters

be viewed as "geeks," so emotional displays

may

contribute

and also potentially discourage male emotional displays and contribute

stereotypes).

Such positive representations may be

to

beneficial to viewers of both

genders by reinforcing for both male and female audience members that male characters

can be shown outside of the traditional stereotypes. These images could potentially be
internalized and

modeled

in

terms of viewers'

In regards to the various displays

it

was found

own

romantic relationships.

of aggression coded by gender

that contrary to the original hypothesis,
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in this research,

male characters were

in fact

more

likely to participate in verbal aggression than female characters.

It

was

also revealed, as

hypothesized, that male characters were more likely to demonstrate physical aggression
than female characters. Both of these concepts have been explored in past research

&

(Glascock, 2001; Lauzen

partially

it

Dozier, 2002), and such stereotypical portrayals were

confirmed within the confines of this study. While

it

is

not surprising (although

remains to be stereotypical and reinforce depictions of hypermasculinity) that male

characters were

it is

shown

as

more physically aggressive within

interesting to note that

as well. In fact, males

the confines of this sample,

male characters were also shown as more verbally aggressive

were shown as more aggressive on

all

counts.

Such

representations reinforce negative behaviors of aggression for the viewing audience.

When viewers watch these male characters, who
through various forms of aggression, they
acceptable and desirable behavioral

may

trait to

they

may

see as role models, act out

learn that such aggression

is

both

model.

Additionally, and most interesting in relation to this set of hypotheses, based on

the findings of various interpersonal researchers (Bjorkqvist, 1994; Crick, 2002), the

current study hypothesized that female characters

would be more

likely to

engage

in

indirect aggression against their peers than

male characters. This notion did not carry

over into the realm of reality television, as

it

not partake in indirect aggression

significant

way. In

fact,

more than

was determined
their

that

female characters did

male counterparts

in a statistically

a larger percentage of male characters engaged in indirect

aggression than female characters. This aspect of aggression has rarely been studied
within the realm of content analysis research, and

it is

noteworthy that such preliminary

findings do not reinforce the societal expectations that female characters will be
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more

likely to participate in this type

of aggression. Although as many of the plots within

these programs are highly improbable, the characters' behaviors are likely to be

influenced by these situations. Such a finding indicates that this genre
"reality-based" as

it

claims (in which the editing process

is

may

not be as

certainly an additional factor),

as this discovery goes against the findings of traditional interpersonal research.

Additionally, this finding contradicts the stereotype of women talking about other

and gossiping behind each other's backs. Overall,

this finding contributes to the

women

few

contradictory messages relating to gender roles, sex, and dating that appear within the

context of reality television programs.
Limitations and Future Research

Although
and

their

this study

breaks

enactment of gender

limitations

roles, dating

which future research

for this study

was taken from

reality television

new ground by

the

will

fall

exploring reality television characters

and sexual behaviors, there are also

need to address. The sample of reality television

2003 season. Since

that time,

numerous other

programs have entered the primetime lineup on both network and cable

television channels.

The

current sample of reality programs

of reality television's current

airings,

may

be not be representative

and therefore, the behaviors observed

in this

population cannot be generalizable to the genre of reality television as a whole.

main reason

this study

television

that the

is

Another

cannot be seen as representative of the entire genre of reality

sample only encompasses four

reality television

programs. Also, the

format of these shows likely influenced the type of findings which were revealed about
this study, as

behaviors such as competition between characters and overt flirtatiousness
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were largely encouraged within the programs. This was addressed

program as a control

variable, although this

still

by employing

in part

remains to be a limitation.

In regards to the application of Bandura"s social cognitive theory of mass

communication, the highly implausible scenarios taking place on the

reality television

programs within the sample and the lack of realism of the actions of the characters within
the plots of these

shows

modeled than

are less likely to be

characters, as

it

is

often

impossible to believe that such situations would occur outside of the contrived situations.
Additionally, the

its

coders, and

method of content

analysis

some previously mentioned

is

always conditional on the subjectivity of

variables had to be collapsed from five-point

scales to three-point scales in order to achieve reliability with the outside coders.

Further

research confirming the findings of the study at hand would be beneficial to counteract

these limitations.

In regards to future research, the content analysis research at

speak to or measure the potential influence of reality television on

hand cannot claim

its

to

viewing population

besides speculating about the potential implications of exposure to such programming.

As

such, experimental research

television viewing

is

necessary to examine the direct impact of reality

on the thoughts, feelings and behaviors of participants

in regards to the

characters* depictions of gender roles, dating, relationships and sexual behaviors. This

ty

pe of research would make

it

terms of its effects. The study

possible to begin to discuss this genre of programming in

at

hand does

in fact contribute to

such future research

endeavors, which are clearly warranted by the increasing presence of reality television in
the primetime line up.

by determining some of the

specific content patterns to

which

viewers of reality television shows are being exposed. Finally, as this genre claims to
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mirror reality,

and whether

would be useful

it

its

implied reality

to

may

examine audience perceptions of reality television
heighten potential effects, as this type of television

content truly blurs the distinction between reality and fiction.

Conclusion

makes a

In closing, the study at hand, although exploratory,

significant

contribution to the limited body of quantitative research within the arena of reality

television,

and without a doubt, television plays a crucial role

in the lives

of millions of

people around the world. The documentation of the various content patterns appearing

on television through the method of systematic content

new and popular

genres such as reality television,

is

analysis, particularly for relatively

essential to begin to explore

and

understand the cultural landscape of the time period as well as the potential impact of

such messages on the viewing population.

As

television

is

undoubtedly a dominant

source of entertainment and information worldwide, the content that viewers are being

exposed to and potentially internalizing
investigation, as children

necessary to be considered through scholarly

and adults alike are bound

to

which they are being exposed

at

hand,

it

is

would not be possible

at

some

to fully

point.

to learn

from and model the images

Without content analyses such as the one

comprehend the messages

that audiences are

viewing and conduct future investigations regarding the effects and societal impact of

media messages. As the genre of reality television
and research has demonstrated that more
be internalized and modeled

is

self-proclaimed as being "realistic,"

realistic televised portrayals are

in certain contexts

(Bandura,

1

986; Paik

more

likely to

& Comstock,

1994), the tendency to learn from and imitate reality television characters' behaviors

should be carefully considered and not underestimated. Overall, this research has
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documented a variety of interesting and noteworthy content

patterns. In closing, the

current study begins to shed light on the gender roles, dating experiences, and sexual

behaviors of characters within reality television programs as well offers a contribution to
the group of quantitative content analyses that investigate these topic areas.
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GENDER. SEX, AND DATING AMONG CHARACTERS
REALITY TELEVISION PROGRAMS

Name

Bachelor-ABC

of Program:

Survivor-CBS
Average Joe-NBC

Joe Millionaire-Fox
Episode

Air Date:

Name

#:

of Character:

Primary Secondary

Male Female

Gender:

White

Race:

IN

Black

Asian

Latino

Native

other

unsure

Age:

Occupation:

Eliminated:

yes

no
Sexiness

Attractiveness
1

2 3

NA

1

2 3

NA

outfit #
outfit #2
1= fully clothed, non-revealing, 2= fully clothed,

Attire:

outfit

1

chest for males),

4= low

cut top, cleavage,

tight,

5= bare

#3

revealing shape,

legs,

6= bathing

3= no

shirt (bra for females,

bare

suit, bikini,

7= other

12

The

character's weight is:
(1= below average, 2= between, 3= above average)

Did character receive a comment(s) about his/her appearance?

Was

the

comment

Did the character make a comment(s) about others' appearances?
the

comment

negative, neutral or positive?

(1= negative, 3= positive)

Was

no

yes

negative, neutral or positive?

(1= negative, 3= positive)

Was

3

How many? _

M
M
Said by: M

2

3

Said by:

1

2

3

Said by:

1

2

3

1

2

3

Said

to:

1

2

3

Said

to:

M
M

F
F

1

2

3

Said

to:

M

F

no

yes

yes

Kissing

yes

Passionate kissing

yes

Snuggling/cuddling

yes

Disrobing

yes

Implied intercourse

yes

yes

yes

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

if yes,

# of times

# of partners

if yes,

# of times

if yes,

# of times

if yes,

# of times

# of partners
# of partners
# of partners

if yes,

# of times

# of partners

if yes,

# of times

if yes,

# of times

if yes,

# of times

# of partners
# of partners
# of partners

(talking or images)

Did character

initiate

above contact?

yes

made by character:
made by character:

# sexual words/references
# sexual innuendos

Actual words:
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no

which?

F

How many? _

there:

Touching
Handholding
Hugging

F
F

1

Discussion of feelings/emotions

Did the character

yes

no
no

cry?

yes

no

yell?

yes

no

show sadness?

yes

no

12

3

show anger?

yes

no

12

3

show jealousy?

yes

no

12

3

yes

no

in relation to

initiate

yes

dating?

discussion?

uncertain
uncertain

Actual words:

Did the character:

Were

Was

these emotions

the character

show

shown

in

in

combination?

a confrontation?

(1= hardly, 5= full blow fight)
Did the character initiate

12

Was

Was

shown as flirtatious?
5= extremely)

the character
at all,

shown as competitive?
5= extremely)

the character

(1= not

at all,

3

1

2 3 # times

directed

M/F

1

2 3 # times

directed

M/F

1

2 3 # times

directed

M/F

no

1

2 3

NA

1

2 3

NA

1

2 3 4 5

Setting/location of date(s):
(e.g. candlelit restaurant, flowers, etc.)

Character's altitude toward dating

NA

(1= most casual, 5= most serious)

12

How romantic was the character?
(1= not at all, 5= extreme)
Did the character "win" ?

yes

no
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3

4 5

no

yes

it?

Did the character show verbal aggression? yes/no if yes,
(l=low, 3= high)
Did the characters show indirect aggression? yes/no if yes,
(1= low, 3= high)
Did the character show physical aggression? yes/no if yes,
(l=low, 3= high)
yes
Were aggression types shown in combination?

(1= not

no

yes

Severity of confrontation

4 5

NA
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CODE BOOK
Gender, Sex, and Dating among Characters
Unit of Data Collection: Each individual character

in Reality Television

who

a) speaks, or b)

Programs

performs actions

important to the program. The hosts of each program will not be coded.

1

.

Coders will

circle the

name of the

television program/network that each character

they are coding for appears in from the choices appearing on the coding sheet.

2.

Coders

will write in the air date

of each episode and the episode number of each

program they watch. Air dates and episode numbers are

clearly labeled

on the

VHS tapes.
3.

Coders should write in the name of each character they code for on the designated
line if it is given. These programs often have blurbs appearing that tells the
audience the character's name, whether he/she is a primary or secondary
and occupation. If no blurbs appear, coders should base
on the conversations and appearances of the characters, (i.e. use of
a characters name in conversation, an approximation of age using the ~ mark to
indicate "about"). Primary characters will only include characters that are
contestants or reoccurring characters. Secondary characters include all other
character, as well as age

their responses

characters with speaking parts. If occupation

be
4.

left

The race of each character being coded
character

not clearly stated, the field should

is

for should be recorded.

not obvious to the coder, coders should

that indicate the character's racial identity

no cues are given, coders should
5.

is

blank.

circle

(i.e.

If the race

of the

listen for conversational

cues

"as an African American..."). If

"unknown" on

Most of these types of programs are centered around
= yes, the character was eliminated

their sheets.

the elimination of characters.

1

2

6.

=

no, the character will be returning in the next episode

on a scale of one (least
on the judgment of each coder, only the
= characters who would be generally be deemed "ugly" from the perspective of
the general population or who are somewhat unattractive.
2 = characters who are of average attractiveness; they do not stand out as being

The

attractiveness of each character

is

to be recorded

attractive) to three (most attractive) based
1

either attractive or unattractive.
3

=

characters

and desirable

who

are

above average attractiveness; they are considered pretty

to other characters as well as viewers.
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7.

Each character

will also

be rated on a three-point scale

in

terms of his or her

sexiness ("intending to invite sexual desire") regarding appearance.

1= characters who coders consider below average in terms of sexiness. They are
wearing loosely fitted clothing and may seem less maintained than other
characters.

2=
3=

characters
characters

appear in

8.

who
who

tight,

are

deemed

as being of average sexiness.

are considered sexier than average. These characters

may

revealing clothing.

The attire of each character being coded for should be recorded. Space is given
on the coding sheet for up to three outfits per character per television program.
Eight choices are given to coders, and coders should write the number(s) that

apply to each outfit. If more than one number
number should be recorded.

1= characters

who

are fully clothed

applies to an outfit, each matching

and not wearing anything

that could

be seen

as revealing.

2= any character who is fully clothed, wearing something tight and revealing
his/her body shape.
3= any character not wearing a shirt (bra for females, bare chest for males).
4= female characters if they are wearing low cut tops with cleavage exposed.
5= any character showing his or her bare legs.
6= any character wearing a bathing suit.

A seven should recorded for any other attire based observation that does not fit
into

one of the previous eight categories, and a description of that

written

9.

attire

should be

in.

Coders will also record the weight of each character on a three-point scale.
1= characters of below average weight, very thin, obvious bone structure (i.e. Ally
McBeal or Monica on Friends)
2= characters of average weight, between thin and heavy (i.e. Jill on Home

Improvement)

3=
10.

characters above average weight, overweight or fat

(i.e.

Roseanne

Barr).

Coders will also record if each character received comments regarding his/her
appearance by circling either "yes" or "no." Each time a comment is made, it
should be marked down, and a total number of comments directed toward each
character should recorded as well as the gender of the commenter. Each comment

made should be rated on a three-point scale.
1= negative comments (i.e. "I don't like your dress"),
2= neutral comments (i.e. "Is that outfit new?")
3= positive comments (i.e. "You look great").
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11.

made comments regarding the
by circling either "yes" or "no." Each
should be marked down, and a total number of

In addition, coders should record if each character

physical appearances of other characters

comment is made, it
comments made by each character should be recorded as well as the gender of the
person(s) they were directed at. Each comment made should be rated on a threetime a

point scale.

1= negative comments

2=
3=
12.

neutral

(i.e.

"I don't like

your dress")

comments (i.e. "Is that outfit new?")
comments (i.e. "You look great").

positive

Various types of sexual contact and physical intimacy will also be recorded for

each character. The presence of touching

(i.e.

touching a character's

leg.

brushing

hair off of a character's face), handholding. hugging, kissing (a

or lips),

peck on the cheek
passionate kissing (open mouthed lasting a second or more), snuggling

and cuddling, disrobing (taking off clothes), and implied intercourse (references
images implying intercourse such as two
characters in bed under the sheets) will each be recorded, along with the number
of times the behavior occurs and the number of partners a behavior happens with.
The number of acts will counted when act stops and another begins. For example,
if two characters are kissing passionately, when they pull away from one kiss and
begin another, this will be counted as a new act. It should also be recorded
to intercourse in conversation or

whether or not the character was the one to

initiate the contact

by

circling "yes" or

"no."

13.

The number of sexual words

(i.e.

"intercourse" or "foreplay") and references

(i.e.

head to bed" or "hooking up") as well as sexual innuendos (i.e. plays on
words) made by each character should be tabulated by the coder by placing check
marks in each of the designated blanks. The actual of such comments should also
"let's

be noted by the coder.

1

4.

Coders should
character

is

circle either "yes" or

"no"

in regards to

whether or not the

involved in a discussion of feelings or emotions in relation to dating

or relationships
relationship").

(i.e. "It
It

upsets

me

that

we

are not involved in an exclusive

should also be recorded whether or not the character was the

one to initiate the discussion if one occurred "yes" or "no." The actual words
used in the dialogue referring to feelings or emotions should be noted by the coder
to determine the types of emotions being displayed.

1

5.

The presence of different emotions should
the occurrence of crying or yelling

is

also be recorded for each character.

As

clear cut, a "yes" should be circled next to

which ever, or both, as needed. As displays of sadness, anger, and jealousy are
more complicated, each should be rated on three-point scale.
1 = the emotion is very minor and momentary.
2= the emotion is displayed moderately (i.e. sadness depicted by a self-pity or
general sense of loss, anger shown as frustration or resentment, jealousy depicted
as envy, distrust, and uncertainty).
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3= emotions

if they are

misery or extreme

loss,

shown in the extreme (i.e. sadness categorized by hysteria,
anger shown by rage and threats, jealousy portrayed by

stalking or other obsessive behaviors).
It

1

6.

will also be noted if

Next,

it is

emotions are displayed

in

combination.

necessary for coders to record whether or not the character was

involved in a confrontational situation during the course of the episode (on a fivepoint scale) as well as whether or not the character initiated the confrontation (by
circling "yes" or "no").

=
2=
1

the character

is

not involved in a confrontational situation

the character

is

involved in a mild disagreement without voices being raised

that is easily resolved with another character.

3= the character is involved in a heated argument where voices are raised, tones
sound angry, and grudges may be held.
4= the character is involved in a nasty screaming match.
5= the character is involved in a full blown fight with yelling, threats and
accusations that results in permanent termination of a relationship.

1

7.

Each character

will also be

coded

in regards to his or her displays

of verbal

aggression, indirect aggression and physical aggression, with a separate threepoint scale representing each type of aggression.

1= a low level of aggression (i.e. (e.g. verbal aggression shown by a character
making mild negative comments to another character about a third party; indirect
aggression shown by two characters joking about a third character; physical
aggression shown by acting out physically against an inanimate object, such as
stomping or punching a

2= a medium

fist

against the other hand).

of aggression(e.g. verbal aggression shown by one character
plotting with another character against a third party or making rude or dominating
comments to another character; indirect aggression shown by one character
level

making another feel bad by giving the silent treatment; physical
aggression shown by punching or kicking an inanimate object).
3= a high level of aggression (e.g. verbal aggression shown by yelling and threats
directed at another character; indirect aggression shown by one character
intentionally

spreading vicious and harmful rumors about another character; physical
aggression

shown by contact intending

to

harm another

If no verbal, indirect or physical aggression is

shown,

character, such as a slap).

"NA"

should be circled.

It

should be also noted if various types of aggression occur in combination.

1

8.

and romantic behavior, coders also need to record if the
character's behavior is depicted as flirtatious on a scale of one to three.
1= mildly flirtatious comments are made (i.e. "maybe I'll see you later").
In regards to dating

2=

the character

get to

know you

way without

is

shown making

verbal initiations about dating

better") or trying to

physical contact

(i.e.

draw

attention to

him or

(i.e.

excessive smiling, eye batting).
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"I'd like to

herself in a romantic

3= a character

shown

is

trying to attract attention in a physically intimate

way

(i.e.

touching, handholding, hugging, non-passionate kissing) or sexually initiative

comments
19.

(i.e.

"I'd like to kiss you").

The competition

level

of each of the characters

relationships will also be rated

1= the character
to

is

the character

giving his or

is

romantic

in regards to

scale.

depicted as being mildly competitive: the character might like

win but doesn't put

2=

on a three-point

in his or

her

full effort to

do

so.

portrayed as being moderately competitive, trying hard to win.

full effort,

but having well-rounded priorities (such as viewing a

competitive situation as a bonding experience).

3=

the character

is

shown

as having

winning as the most important priority

in a

given circumstance and acts out against other characters in a verbally aggressive

manner
20.

The

or refuses to accept loss.

location or setting of any dating situation should be recorded in an open-

ended format. Descriptions might include "candle
at fast food joint.

lit

restaurant" or "picnic

on the

beach" or "booth
21.

The

character's attitude toward dating and relationships will be measured by

coders on a scale of one to five, with one representing a character wanting only

most casual aspects of dating and five representing a character working
toward the most serious goals of a relationship.
the

1

=

the character

the field and

is

not interested in dating monogamously.

makes

this fact clear,

and

is

is

interested in playing

generally happy without a significant

other.

2= any

character

who

is

content to date one or

commitment.
3= characters who are looking

to find

more persons

someone

at

a time without a

to date exclusively but are not in a

hurry.

4=

a character

who

is

anxious to become involved

in a serious,

long term

relationship.

5= characters who are looking to find "the one" and get married.
should be marked if the character is not depicted in a situation involving

"NA"

dating or relationships.

22.

Coders will also

rate

romantic he or she

each character on a scale of one

is,

and five representing characters
romance.
1= a character

who shows no

romantic setting

2=

characters

(i.e.

who

to five in regards to

with one representing characters

doesn't

who

who

how

are not romantic at

all

achieve the highest possible level of

potential or interest in creating or participating in a

know

a rose from a dandelion).

are mildly romantic

(i.e.

opening a car door) or show the
(i.e. purchase flowers upon

potential to be romantic with some guidance
someone's recommendation).
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3=

characters

who

are considered moderately romantic; they're willing to talk

about their feelings,

show

affection,

and give sentimental

gifts (i.e. cards

and

flowers).

4=

characters

who make

a significant effort to be romantic by the creation of

romantic situations, including surprises
restaurant),

5=

and who willingly express

characters

who make

(i.e.

unexpected reservations

at

a favorite

their feelings to their partners.

elaborate plans to execute a romantic situation and

who

and able to express their love openly (i.e. a proposal planned for a rose
garden with music playing as a self-authored poem is read expressing undying
are willing

affection).

"NA"

should be marked for characters

who

are not

show

in dating or potentially

romantic situations.
Lastly, coders should be sure to record if the character

show,

(i.e.

is

the "winner" of the

the only one not to be eliminated, or the one receiving the

winning votes).
1= yes

2= no
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Intercoder Reliability using Holsti's Formula

Avg. Female Coder

Variable

Avg. Male Coder

Program name

1.0

1.0

Air date

1.0

1.0

Episode #

1.0

1.0

Character's

name

1.0

1.0

Primary/secondary

1.0

1.0

Gender
Race

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Age

1.0

0.90

Occupation

0.85

0.95

Elimination

1.0

1.0

Attractiveness scale

0.92

0.83

Sexiness scale

0.88

0.90

Attire #1

0.81

0.86

#2
Attire #3

0.97

0.92

0.91

0.84

1.0

0.96

# comments

0.94

0.90

Pos, neg, neutral

1.0

l.O

Made toward (m/i)
Comments received

1

A aa"

11 1

Attire

Comments made

(y/n)

r\

1.0

(y/n)

1

A

1

A

1.0

1.0

l.O

# comments

1.0

l.O

Pos, neg, neutral

0.92
1
A

0.88
1
A

0.86

A *7 A
0.79

Received by (m/f)
1

ouching

# partners
T T

J1

1

J

T T

1.0

1.0

A O *7
0.87
A AC

.

# partners

1.0

0.84

*

Handholding

11

1.0

1.0

*

0.95
A
0.82

Hugging

0.90

# partners

0.92

1.0

Kissing

0.88

0.83
1

# partners
r%

1
1

.0

*

A

l.O

A *7 C
0.75

Passionate kissing

0.79

# partners

1.0

l.O

Snuggling

1.0

l.O

# partners

1.0

l.O

Disrobing

1.0

l.O

# partners

1.0

l.O

Implied intercourse

1.0

l.O

# partners

1.0

l.O

Initiation (y/n)

0.85

0.79

# Sexual references/words

0.72

0.75
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# Sexual Innuendos

1.0

l.O

Involvement

0.90

0.88

0.88

0.79

in discussion

Initiation of discussion

Crying (y/n)

1.0

l.O

Yelling (y/n)

1.0

l.O

Sadness (y/n)

0.98

0.95

Sadness scale

0.90

0.85

Anger
A
Anger

0.95

0.89

(y/n)
1

scale

0.85

0.80

Jealousy (y/n)

0.88

0.85

Jealousy scale

0.90

0.87

Shown

0.85

0.85

in

combination

Confrontation involvement (y/n)

1.0

l.O

Confrontation initiation

0.92

0.86

0.90

0.88

Verbal aggression scale

0.82

0.77

Verbal aggression (m/1)

l.O

1.0

Physical aggression (y/n)

1.0

0.95

Physical aggression scale

0.88

0.82

1711
Verbal

aggression (y/n)

T

„

7

1

1

/

*

-

'

_

\

I

1

Physical aggression (m/1)

l.O

l.O

Indirect aggression (y/n)

0.87

0.90

Indirect aggression scale

0.84

0.86

Indirect aggression (m/f)

l.O

0.94

Combination ol aggression

l.O

l.O

Flirtatious scale

0.82

0.86

Competitive scale

0.84

0.79

Dating attitude scale

0.79

0.82

Romantic scale

0.82

0.77

Win

l.O

l.O

Overall Female Average

0.92

97

Overall Male Average
0.86

Intercoder Reliability using Scott's pi

Vanable

Avg. Female Coder

Avg. Male Coder

Program name

1.0

1.0

Air date

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Primary/secondary

0.95

0.95

Gender
Race

1.0

1.0

0.95

0.95

Age

0.90

0.77

Occupation

0.75

0.80

Elimination

1.0

0.90

Attractiveness scale

0.77

0.70

Episode #
Character's

name

Sexiness scale

0.75

0.72

Attire #1

0.79

0.83

#2

0.90

0.79

Attire #3

0.85

0.78

1.0

0.90

0.88

0.80

Attire

Comments made
# comments

r\

(y/n)

r\r\

Pos, neg, neutral

1.0

1.0

Made toward (m/f)
Comments received

1.0

0.95

(y/n)

1

.0

A

1.0
1

A

# comments

1
1

Pos. neg, neutral

0.85
1
A

0.80
A

0.82
1
A

0.73

Received by (m/f)

Touching

.0

1.0
a o^

l

.0

1

1.0
A 1C
1

A

l.O

l.O

0.80
1
A
l .0

0.80
A
OA
o.vo

# partners

0.80
A OC
0.86
a ~i o
0.78
1 A
.0

0.72
A AA
0.90
A "7 A
0.70
A
1 .u

Passionate kissing

0.72

# partners

1
1

0.64
1
A
.U

# partners

Handholding
# partners

Hugging
# partners
Kissing

I

A

.0

1

1

A AC

0.95
A
AC
0.V5

# partners

0.90
A AC
0.95

Disrobing

0.95

1.0

# partners

1.0

A AA
0.90

Implied intercourse

1.0

1.0

# partners

0.90

0.90

Initiation (y/n)

0.80

0.72

# Sexual references/words

0.68

0.65

# Sexual Innuendos

1.0

l.O

Snuggling

98

Involvement
Initiation

in discussion

of discussion

Crying (y/n)

0.79

0.80

0.80

0.75

1.0

1.0

Yelling (y/n)

1.0

1.0

Sadness (y/n)

0.80

0.90

Sadness scale

0.80

0.80

Anger
Anger

0.88

0.82

(y/n)

0.85

0.75

Jealousy (y/n)

0.80

0.80

Jealousy scale

0.92

0.82

Shown

scale

combination

0.80

0.70

Confrontation involvement (y/n)

1.0

1.0

Confrontation initiation

0.88

0.80

Verbal aggression (y/n)

0.86

0.82

Verbal aggression scale

0.76

0.71

Verbal aggression (m/f)

1.0

1.0

Physical aggression (y/n)

1.0

0.80

Physical aggression scale

0.82

0.74

Physical aggression (m/f)

1.0

1.0

in

Indirect aggression (y/n)

0.82

0.84

Indirect aggression scale

0.80

0.75

Indirect aggression (m/f)

1.0

0.80

Combination of aggression

1.0

1.0

Flirtatious scale

0.78

0.80

Competitive scale

0.80

0.74

Dating attitude scale

0.79

0.77

Romantic scale

0.82

0.73

Win

1.0

1.0

Overall Female Average

0.82

99

Overall Male Average

0.77
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